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CHAPTER-2 ----- - -
WHOLE AND PARTS ( avayavi and avavavas ) 

I 

We have had occasions to mention in the previous 

chapters that the realists differ radically from the 

phenomenalists on the question of the ontological status 

of whole and its part (avayavin and avayavas) and their 

corresponding relation with each other. According to 

the phenomenalists the whole is nothing but mere aggregate 

of its parts. But the realists hold that the whole is 

ontologically different from its parts and is something 

over and above them. In Indian philosophy the phenomena-

listie position is represented by the Buddhists. According 

to the Buddhists the whole as such is nonest, it is 

nothing but parts existing together. The Naiyayikas, on 

the other hand, advocate the realistic position in this 

regard as against the Buddhists. According to them, the 

production of sensible material order from infrasensible 

atoms is explainable only on the ·basis of the assumption 

that the whole is different from its parts. We shall 

discuss the ontological status of the whole and part 

(avayavi and avayavas) in detail in the next section of 

this chapter. In this section let us deal with the 

epistemological problems relating to the concept of 

avayavi and avayavas (whole and parts): how is the whole 
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(avayavin) known by us ? Is it perceived or inferred ? 

Or is there any other modes of knowledge by which it can 

be cognised ? 

The common linguistic usage in which the visual 

perception of a thing, say, a tree, is expressed is : we 

see or perceive a tree. But when we say that, what do we 

actually perceive ? As a matter of fact we perceive only 

the front part of the tree with which our visual senses 

(eyes) are in contact. But what about the badk part of 

the tree, which we can not see directly ? Since our 

eyes do not have any direct contact with it we can not 
t 

say that the knowledge of the badk part of the tree is 

perceptual. In this case what happens is this: on percei-

ving directly the front part, our intellect indirectly 

infers or interprets that there exists a back part of 

the tree with which our visual senses are not in direct 

contact. But this intellectual interpretation or inference 

follows that direct perception of the front part of the 

tree with such inconceivable repidity and instinctive 

spontaneity that uncritical common sense fails to take any 

notice of it and belives the knowledge of the whole tree 

(including its unperceived but infered baCk part) to be 

wholly perceptual. 
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The rrein objective of our discussion now is to examine 

whether there is any interpretative or inferential compon

ents in our so called perceptual knowledge of an object. 

The philosophical school known as realism asserts that 

there is no place of inference in direct perception of an 

object, whereas the school of phenomenalism upholds the 

opinion that no perception of worldly object is possible 

without inference. In Indian philosophy the Nyaya philosoph

ers largely represent realistic position, but the phenomen

alistic position is mainly represented by the Buddhists 

Logician ("nyaya- vadino BauddhaQ.). 

According to Nyaya realists, in perceiving a part 

(avayava) of an object we perceive the whole (avayavi) of 

it, since the whole (avayavi) inheres in each of its part 

(avayavas). So we can directly perceive the whole object • 

But the Buddhist phenomena lists do not agree with the above 

contention of the Naiyayikas. They hold that only the 

unique particulars called • svalak9aoas• are objects of 

direct indeterminate perception. Perception, according to 

the Buddhist phenomenalists, is nothing but the passive 

receptivity of senses, the pure sensation of an efficient 

'point instant• (svalaksana) of external reality and is 

absolutely devoid of the forms of the understanding 
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k - 1 ( alpanapogam). Moreover the Buddhists are of opinion that 

the so called perception of the empirical objects like an 

apple or a tree which the Naiyaikas call the determinate 

perception (. savikalaka Efatyakja) is really the construction 

(kalpana) of human mind on the basis of the indeterminate 

perception of the unique particulars (svalak§aoas). These 

'particulars' are empirically conceived by the Nyaya 

realists but these are transcendentally understood by the 

Buddhists. The Buddhists' particular is the point instant, 

the thing-in-itself (svalak§aoa), and is radically different 

from all constructions Ckalpanas) of the human mind. But 

the realists• particular is the concrete physical individual 

objects of our every day experience like an apple or a 

tree, which for the Buddhists is a construction of our mind 

on the basis of ·transcendental particulars. The Buddhists 

agree with the Mirnamsakas in holding that in all percetion 

there must be an element of novelty, i.e., a felt addition 

to our experience. cognition in the true sense must be a 

new cognition, cognition of the object not yet cognised 

anadhigata-artha-adhigantf). If this be the case, argues 

the Buddhist, then such feeling to novelty belongs only 

to the first moment of sensation in the knowledge of an 

1. Dharrnakriti, Nyayabindu,(Bibliotheca Indica; calcutta, 
1929) , Chap. -1. 
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ohj_e ct. In the following moments when the attention of 

perceiver is aroused, it is no more that pure sensation 

which it was in the first moment; it becomes the repeated 

cognition of the first flash of awareness. True perception, 

therefore, according to the Buddhists, is always momentary 

sensation; enduring perception is not perception at all; 

it is not cognition proper, it is re-cognition. The cognitive 

element of our mind is limited to that moment only when 

we get the first awareness of the object's presence, i.e., 

the unique particulars. All the worldly object, according 

to Buddhists, are mental construction or imagination, and 

this mental construction is based on the unique particulars 

of the object. For example let us take the proposition 

'This is a tree•. In this proposition the 'This' represents 

a qunique particulars (svalak~aQa), but the element 'tree• 

is the quality of 'This •. 'The Buddhist phenomenalists opine 

that is seeing an object we always £.2 beyond the given, 

and this going beyond can be construed as inference. The 

Buddhists use the term inference to refer to any type of 

active mental construction. In this way the Buddhist 

phenomenalists establish that there must be some inferential 

elements in perception of an worldly object. 
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But the Nyaya-Vai~e§ika philosophers do not agree 

with the above contention of the Buddhists. They hold 

that even if the inference of the unperceived part were 

possible, that would at best provide us with the knowledge 

of another part side by side with the perceived one, and 

not with the knowledge of anything 'whole' to which these 

parts might be refered and in respect of which the notion 

of a 'Whole' tree might arise. Again, the Naiyayikas 

argue that if it be said that the knowledge of a·whole 

tree is obtained by effecting a synthesis of the two parts

its perceived front part and the inferred back part -

the question would at once crop up: how could such a 

synthesis be possible vmere there is no common ground and 

point of reference ? Synthesis implies the connecting 

of several experiences by reference to one unitive principle. 

But no such unitive principle is admitted by the Buddhists. 

So the two parts of a tree, hold the Buddhists, are not 

really the parts of a unitive whole, but only discrete 

units constituting no more than an aggregate. It is natural, 

therefore, that when two parts come to be cognized, they 

can not be felt as complementary to each other. They appear 

simply as unrelated items, indifferent slices of matter which 

are incapable of being synthesised or integrated in such a 

manner as to give rise to the idea of a tree as a single 

composite entity. 
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The Naiyayikas further argue that even if we admit 

that the idea of the tree arises when two parts (the 

perceived front and infered back part) are cognised together, 

there is nothing to indicate that the tree is cognised 

inferentially. We may reconstruct or imagine a thing .. bY 

ideally joining its parts. But the knowledge of the thing 

which has been achived thus is by no ~eans inferential in 

character. For, by any act of inference we neither relate 

the facts of experience nor experience facts as related, 

but know one thing through the medium of another because 

of an invariable relation (vyapti)between the two. Moreover, 

the tree can not be an object of inference because the 

psychological condition w:Pich is necessary for such inference 

are found to be absent. If the tree as an aggregate of its 

parts is to be validly inferred from the perception of one 

of these parts, it is necessary that the aggregate should 

be known to have an invariable relation with the part in 

question, which it does not have. Again, the whole 

contention proceeds on the supposition that there can be 

an inference of the unperceived part from the perceived one. 

There is, however, no warrant for this supposition. We 

can not, for instance, accept the proposition. 'The front 

necessarily possesses a back' as a valid major premiss. 
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For, how can one part possess another 1 It is only a whole 

(avayavin) which can possess parts, but the whole is denied 

by the Buddhist phenomenalists. Moreover, the Buddhists 

make an aspumption: the back part exists invariably as 

an associate of the front. But, the Naiyayikas argue 

that it can not be explained why the two parts should at 

all come together. These two parts are discrete units 

having ordinarily no capacity for aggregating. However, 

these are found to be invariably related only when they 

come under the operation of the causal principle in one 

of the following ways: either when they are related as 

cause and effect, or when they co-operate to produce a 

common effect and are thus members of a single causal 

collection (sarnagri), or when they are the co-effects of a 

common causal factor. But, none of the above ways of the 

causal operation is found here, on the basis of which the 

invariable relation of these two discrete units, i.e., 

the front and the back part of the tree, can be ascertained. 

The Nyaya realists are of opinion that though there 

is an element of truth in the common sense view that the 

constituent parts of a whole are present in the whole, but 
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it is also possible to say that the whole in some sense 

resides or is present in the parts of it.
2 

As we ordinarily 

say that the branches, trunk etc, of a tree are in the 

tree, it can equally be said that the tree is present also 

in the branches or trunk of it. If it be so, the 'whole' 

tree is simultaneously present in each of its parts. The 

'whole' tree is contained in its parts by the relation of 

inherence (samavaya), while the parts are contained in the 

whole tree by the reverse relation of inherence. That is 

why we see the tree in the branches as much as we see 

branches in the tree. There is no reason, therefore, to 

suppose that only the part is perceived, not the tree as 

3 
whole. 

But the Buddhist phenomenalists in their own defence 

reiterate that the so called • whole • of the Naiyayikas 

is nothing but the aggregate of parts. The parts are 

existent whereas the whole is a mere figment of imagination 

Ckalpana). It has no distinct existence apart from the 

parts. But the NaiJ.~yikas reject this contention of the 

Buddhists with the help of a reduction ad absurdum form of 

2. Gautama, Nyayasutra, (Bibliotheca Indica, calcutta) , 
sGtra No.2. 1. 32. 

3. N~indriyena ekadese tatsahacarito• vayavi na sannikrstah 
tena yathi kadesah sannikar~ad upalabhyate evam avayavy · 
api sannikar~ad upalabhyate. Uddyotkara,Nyayakartika, 
(Bibliothe ca Indica, ca. lcutta) , 11. 1. 32, p. 215. 
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arguments, i.e., nothing can be apprehended unless the whole 

is established first as a distinct percept. 4 They claim 

that sensory awareness of a part or a piece or a surface 

would be impossible unless the whole is accepted immediately 

as a surfaces. To substantiate this position the Nyaya-
I 

Vaise§ika thinkers put fonvard what is usually known as 

atomism (param3.nuvada). 

According to this atomic theory we can not 

apprehend a part or parts unless we apprehend the whole. 

For, parts are parts only in relation to the whole, and 

each part must have further parts or pieces. We can regress 

in this way until we reach in the 1 partless 1 atoms. Atoms 

are only parts, never wholes, and they have no further parts 

of their own. But atoms are by definition imperceptible. 

So, there what happens is this: atoms, the constituent 

parts of a whole, are not perceptible unti 1 the minimum 

gross visible 1 whole 1 object is produced by the constituent 

parts; i.e. the atoms. In this way it is shown that if 

perception has to grasp anything, it must grasp whole first 

before it can perceive its parts. 

4. Ny§vasutra I (Bibliotheca Indica I calcutta) Sutra ND· 
2.1.35. 
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Again, the Nyaya-Vai~e~ika philosophers argue that 

all things that have different rrakers Ckartr) and different 

' ( I ' ) 
5 d d d ff d potenc1es saktl must be regar e as i erent; threa s 

and cloths have different makers and different potencies; 

hence they are different. Kamal~lla clarifies the term 

'adi' occuring in 'bibhinnakartrsaktyad~' as meaning 

'karya-kala-parimana•, so that the whole expression means' 

different markers (kartf) , different effe:cts {karya) , 

different periods Ckala), and different sizes (akara).
6 

Difference in these respects is antagonistic to identity. 

Wherever we find these features, we have to conclude that 

the things are different. 
7 

In reply to the above objection of Kamalsila, that 

is, the differences of makers and potencies are irreconcil-

able with identi~y and unity, the Nyaya-Vaise§ika philoso-

phers assert that these lead to possession of contradictory 

qualities and contradictories assuredly can not have the 

8 same locus. The makers of threads are prior to cloth 

5. 11 bibhinna kart.:rsaktyadel:l" S3.ntarak~ita, Tattvasamgrah 
(Buddha Bharati Series), P.264. 

6. Ibid{Kamal§ila's cementary); as refered by Biswanath Sen 
in his book The concept of part and whole(avayava and 
avayavi). (Rabindra Bharati University,calcutta),p.32. 

7. 11 Ye bhinna kartr-karya-kala parimanaste bibhinnah", 
iliM. . . 

8. 11 Viruddha dharmadhyasamatra-nibandhano hi bhavanam 
parasparato bheadl)11 , Santarak~?ita ,Tattvasamgrah, (Buddha 
Bharati Series) p. 264. 
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in time since they are seen before the cloth is manufactured; 

the length and breadth of cloth are different from those 

of each of the yarns (patasyayama vistarabhyam yavat pramanam 

~ tavat pratvekam tantunamasti). On these grounds which, 

the Naiyayikas assert, are not inconclusive(nanaikantika 

hetunam), they hold that the avayavin is distinct from the 

* avayavas. 

The Buddhists do not admit the above contention of 

the Nyaya-Vaise~ika philosophers. 
I 

sintarak~ita, a renovmed 

Buddhist logician, raised several objections against the 

Nyaya theory. The first objection is from the view-point 

of the &l.utrantika who is an avC?wed k»anabhangavadin. For 

him things are all momentary, pataparakkalina - tantu and 

patasmana-kalinatantu, threads just before the manufacture 

of cloth and those co-existing with cloth are different. 

If the Naiyayikas mean to say that the avayavin is different 

from the avayavas just preceeding its emergence, his argument 

- 9 . 
is futile ( sadhana vaiphalyam) , for it seeks to prove the '· 

proven or to establish what is already established(siddha-

- 10 1 d sadhana-do§a). Such difference is open y admitted an 

* This argument is stated in the book of Biswanath Sen, 
The concepts of part and Whole ( Avavaya and Avaya vi) , ( Rabindra 
Bharati University, calcutta,pp.32-33. 

9. Ibid, p.241, Verse-578. 

10. Yadi prathamavasthabhabibhyo• samadhigata patakhyanebhyast
antubhyah patasya bheda sadhyate,tada siddhani sadhyate. 
Karralslla,Tattvasamgrahapafijika(Buddha Bharati Series)on 
Verse-578. 
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unreservedly accepted by the Buddhists, that is, the 

kianabhangavadin Buddhists. Secondly, if the Naiyayikas, 

on the other hand, is out to prove difference of avayavin 

from the avayavas constitu~ing it and co-existing with it 
I 

their argument, saritarak~ita asserts, is fallacious, the 

grounds adduced being asiddha (or unestablished). 11 Kamal~ila 

states the Buddhists objection thus; 11 If the cloth were 

a recognised entity (prasiddhas) as something different 

from the yarns existing along side, then it might be proved 

to have different makers, potencies etc. in relation to 

and in contrast to the yarns. As it stands, the cloth, 

however, is not recognised as such and the opponents i.e., 

the Naiyayikas, have till to prove its difference from 

th 12 l'·la h . d h f e yarns. Kama s1. ere tr1.e to say t at; or the 

Naiyayikas the probandum is •tantubheda•, the hetu is in -
turn 1 bibhinnakart~ karya• etc., and the pak~a is •the 

cloth (the form of the pratijna being •patah tantubhinnah 

bibhinna kartftyadeh, i.e., the cloth is different from 

threads because of difference of makers etc.) But the pak§a 

is here asiddha - it is not yet proved, and in such an 

unestablished locus or dharmi, the ~ dharma can not 

11. 11 Atha patasrn:3:nakalabhavino ye tantavastebhyal) patasyanyatvam 
prasadhyate, tada hetunam asiddhate". Ibid. 

12. Yadi tadanim tantu vatiriktastatsamanakalabhavi patah 
prasiddho bhavet tada tasya tantuvyapek9aya vibhinnakartr 
tvadayodharmah siddhayuh, ••• sa etvayam tantuvyatireki 
pato no siddhah tadbhedasyaiya prasadhyitum prastutatiyat". 
Ibid, p. 2 42. . 
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reside. Hence, there is the fallacy of asiddhahetu, this 

- I -particular type being known as asrayasiddha do~a. So, from 
I-

the santarak~itas contention it can be said that the 

avavavin can not be proved by means of any valid argument, 

that it is not inferable at all. This is, we should note, 

not a criticism of any inference in particular where by 

the avayavin is shought to be proved but a general and 

broad criticism of the very inferability of the avayavin. 

The Naiyaikas reject the above argument of the Buddhists 

they point out that if the sadhya or the probandum were 

to be an admitted entity recognised by both the disputants, 

then what v-as the necessity of proving it .at all ? It is 

already established and any attempt to prove it would 

involve the fallacy of siddha-sadhana. What is needed 

is that it should be recognised by one of the parties. In 

fact, the Buddhist•s plea is self-contradictory. For when 

does the Buddhist recognise an entity ? Before proving it 

or after ? Obviously it can not be the former, for certainly 

the Buddhists do not recognise unproved padarthas. But 

the latter course is also not open to the Buddhists, since 

they can not prove an unrecognised padarthas. 

As regards the point that the ~vavavin can not be 

the subject of inference (i.e. pak§a), the Nyaya-Vai$e~ika 
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philosophers stand in the same. An alika padartha, an 

entity recognised by none (at least by neither party), can 

not certainly be the ~k9a, for them there would be the 

fallacy of a~rayasiddhi, e.g., sky-lotus is fragrant. 13 

Here the pak9a is some thing universally regarded as non 

existent. But an entity admitted by one of the combatants 

can well serve the purpose of 'paksa'. Indeed this is 

an established practice amongst philosophers and even a 

cursory glance at the arguments advanced by them against 

·their opponents will bear this out. 

Thus the Nyaya-Vai~e§ika philosophers establish 

that, the Buddhists plea of non-inferability of the avayavin 

is untenable and that the avayvin can be inferred, where 

and if necessary. This must not be taken to mean that the 

avayavin can not be perceived. That would be wrong, for, 

we see, according to the Naiyayikas that, the avayavin 

is capable of being perceived, given the condition of 

perception. What the Nyaya-Vaise§ika philosophers really 

mean is that the avayavin can be known both by the perception 

and inference. Effectiveness of one pramana does not 

signify ineffectiveness of another. This is because the 

13. Annambhatta, Tarka$''3.mgraha, (Chowkhamba S3.nskrit 
Series), p. 60. 
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Nyaya-Vai~e§ika philosophers believe in both pramana

samplava and prarnana vyavastha and not, like the Buddhists 

- - 14 - , the pramana-yYO.vastha, only. Again, the Nyaya-Vaise§ika 

realists urge that apart from inference, perception also 

points out to the existence of the .avayavin. Most of the 

objects with which we are familiar such as tables, chairs, 

trees, we know by perception. If they were all just the 

aggregates of atoms (paramanu-sancaya) they would have 

remained invisible. An atom being atindriya, a bundle 

of them would have remained invisible. Hence, nothing 

would be left over for perception if the avayavin were 

not ~dmited. 15 

The Buddhists also raise the objection against 

this agrument of the Nyaya-Vaise§.ikas. According to 

them if the avayavin were an object of perception, there 

would have been no controversy about it, for, we would 

have only to see it, to recognise it. The very fact 

that there is more than ·one opinion about it which 

irretrievably indicates its non-perceptual character. 

14. Kim puna~ pramanam prameyamabhisamplavantetha pratti 
prameyarn vyavatishanta iti, ubhayathadarsanam. . 
Phanibhu~ana Tarkavagisa, Ny€yabha§ya,(oalcutta 
Sanskrit Series,1963), p.1.1.3. 

15. Yadi hyavayavi na syat I sarvagrah<Jnaprasangah_;pramanunam
tindriyatvat. Kamalslla• ,Tattvasamgrahapanjika. (Buddha 
Bharati Series), On Verse-561. 
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Not that we do not perceive any thing but that we do not 

16 perceive anything as an avayavin distinct from avayavas. 

In fact we have only the multitude of atoms left over 

and it is this we perceive. Though atoms are individually 

invisible, collectively they are not so. It is therefore, 

an unwarranted proposition that atoms are ever imperceptible. 

This may be true for the Nyaya-Vai~e~ika philosophers who 

hold the eternity of atoms, but for the Buddhist atoms are 

ever changing and when they attain a specific condition, 

they can well be obje.cts of perception. 17 

Nyaya-Vai~e~ika philosophers have also given the 

answer of the above objections of Buddhist phenomenalists. 

According to the Naiyayikas we have knowledge of the from 

'this is a table','this is a chair' etc. which can not be 

- -
doubted. It is attested by introspective deliverence as 

also by linguistic usage. When there is a table before us 

we know by anuvyavasaya that •we are seeing a table•, we 

are seeing a chair• etc. That \\18 are seeing one thing$ a 

16 •. Avayava-vyatirekenavaya vino• anupalambhat. Jayanta 
Bhatta, Ny§tyamanjari, (chowkhamba sanskrit Series), 
P.114. 

17. A siddhamanunamatindriyatyam; vise~tavasthapraptanami
ndriya grahavat. Yasya hi nitayah paramanava0 iti 
pak~aq tam pratyanunam vise9ubhavat sarvadatendriyatvam 
syat, nasm3:nprati!.Kamasila I Tattvasanigrahapafi jika 
(Buddha Bharati Series) On Verse-586. 
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single object, is the clear verdict of •introspection• and 

nobody contradicts it, since it belong~ to the common 

stock of knowledge. Language also bears this out use 

of singular number of the • table • , o"'"lair, etc. and of 

indefinite articles •a•, •an• before the corresponding 

nouns show beyond doubt that the content of perception 

in such case is a single object (ekabuddhi). It is one, 

not many. The Naiyayikas ask: how would the Buddhists 

account for this perceived unity?18 For the Naiyayikas 

the reason is obvious. This unity indicates that the 

object is a unitary entity, i.e., an avayavin. The 

Buddhists differ and hold that this sense of unity(ekabuddhi) 

is really nanartha-Vi§ayaka, not abhinnartha Vi§ayaka. 19 

It relates to many and not to a single substance. The 

object in all such cases is a group of atoms and not any 

avayavidravya. Therefore, the knowledge of unity in 

respect of this plurality is false. It is·illusory. 20 We are 

18. Ekamida~ dravyam ityekabuddhervisayam paryanujojyoh 
kimekaonddhirabhinnartha Vi?ay ? Aho nanartha 
vi9ayeti. Phanibhu~an Tarkavagisa, Ny8yabha§ya{calcutta 
sanskrit Series), On Verse, 2 .1. 55. 

19. II Evamanusu sancitesva grahyamanap.:rthaktvesva karnidamityu 
paoadyate buddhiriti 11 Vatsayana ,Ny8.yabh3.§ya ( Vizianagram, 
sanskrit Series,Beneras) On verse 2.1.35. 

20. "eka vibhramat. Santarak~ita,Tattvasarngrah, (Buddha Bharati 
series) On, Karika-588, and Yatha dipadau satyapi 
bhedah ekatva vibhramo bhavati tatha nairantaryananeka 
sasmatara padartha samavedanato yamekotra vibhrama. 
Tattvasamgrahapanjika of Kamalsila, (Buddha Bharati 
Series) on the Karika - 588. 
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mistaking a number of ~ayavas closely situated for an 

avayavi. The Buddhists further observe that this is 

nothing unusual and is not the only instance of its kind. 

We have many other such instances where many is mistakenly 

treated as one. A forest is but a collection of trees, 

each existing separately from others and not very far 

from them. Yet, when refering to those trees together, 

we say 'one forest', or 'there is a forest' An army, for 

-- - . example, is nothing but the aggregates of four senangas 

21 
ele~hant, horse, chariot, and foot, all are distinct and 

seperate. Though they are many, we refer to them all by 

the omnibus expeession 'an army' or 'there goes an army'. 

In both these cases of sense of unity is non-veridical and 

the use of singular number in language is misleading. 

Similarily, a pot or a cloth is in reality an aggregate of 

parts (avayavas), a cluster of components and not a whole 

(avayavi) and our perception of it as a thing (avayavin) 

is ayathartha. 

The Nyaya-Vai£e~ika realists have formulated a 

number of agrurnents to refute the above contentions of the 

Buddhists. Firstly I .they raise the question: how is it 

21. Phanibhusan Tarkavagishl Nyayadar~ana (calcutta 
.:anskrit' Saries,1963) 1 On page-173. 
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possible for a group of atoms to be perceived when atoms 

are each of them imperceptible 1 Since, the atoms are 

imperceptible by nature, and a thing which is impercep

tible by nature can never be perceptible. So, as an atom 

is not perceptible, a group of atoms is not perceptible 

also. 

Secondly, the Naiyayikas point out that the 

illustrations of army and forest are far from happy 

infact the Buddhists are incorrect. A forest or an army 

is not at all an aggregate or ~avavasamuha, each of them 

is an avayavin. Therefore, the use of singular number 

in these cases is perfectly in order and our perception 

of unity is fully justified by the objective facts. 

Thirdly, even if the army or the forest were 

regarded as aggregates, that would not help the Buddhists, 

for on their analogy he would not be able to explain how 

a number of atoms can be perceived as one. The components 

of these things, viz., senangas,(i.e., elephant, horse, etc.) 

and vana~gas, i.e. trees etc.) are by nature perceptible. 

Under appropriate conditions they can be perc~iv~d and 

distinguished from one another (Qfhyamana pfthaktvamat). It 
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is only certain frustrating factors like distance, dim 

light etc. which make it impossible for us to discern 

22 
their separateness. Now, false perception or bhakta 

pratyaya is possible when something is presented to the 

senses and apprehended in its general character; the 

specific features being unnoticed. The Character 

perceived bears a strong resemblance(bhakti) 23 to a feature 

of the illusory content. In oase of forest the trees 

are apprehended not in their specific character of •manyness• 

(nanatva) or • sepa.t"a·t.eness• (ppUhaktva) but as a single 

non-distinguished something which has the •look• of a forest. 

. 24 
Hence, we falsely perceive the trees as a forest. In 

oase of a jar or any other single entity, the atoms which 

appear together as a jar must first of all be presented 

to the senses with their sepQrateness obscured. But the 

atoms being supersensible, can not be apprehended; and 

if the dharmin is not apprehended there oan be no queStion 

of failure to take note of their distinctive character. 

Therefore, atoms can not be held to account for our false 

perception of unity. The fourth objection is that, every 

22. Senangesu van~Agasu ca dGradagrahyamanaprthaktvesu 
ekamidami tyupadadyate buddhiQ. Vatsayana,Nyayabhajya 
(Vizianagram Sanskrit Series, Beneras) ,2.1.36. 

23. ·Bhaktirnamatathabhutasya tathabhaviviQ samanyam; 
ubhayena bhajyate iti bhakti~. Uddyotkara,Nyayavarttika, 
( Chowkha mba Sanskrit Series, Benaras) , pp. 2 43-2 44. 

24. GFhyarranagrahanasya aanya nimittatvat na tu paramanavo 
grhyante tesamatindriyatvat11 ibid, p.243. . . 
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illusion presuposes a veridical experience of the 

illusory object. A man having rope-snake illusion must 

have had earlier experience of snake in a valid cognition, 

otherwise he can not even know that there is such a thing 

as a snake in the world for less save illusion of it. 25 

Similarly, mithya ekabuddhi presupposes ¥athartha ekabuddhi-

fasle perception of unity presuppose of genunine perception 

of. it in the past. But no such perception is possible 

on the Buddhists theory of the cosmos. There is no unity 

anywhere, either in the physical or psychical realm. All 

things are only agglomerations or samghata, hence there can 

be no veridical experience of unity. In that case, ask 

the Naiyayikas, how can there be false perception of many 

atoms as a unity ? This is also borne out by the fact that 

if the Buddhists still try to prove the possibility of 

such false perception, they will find no instance (df§tanta) 

in their support. The illustrations of army and forest, 

as we have just now seen, will not do so. The Buddhists 

aa~ not cite any instance where a real unity of many atoms 

has actually prceived. Hence, one of the five essential 

elements (pancavayaya) of demonstrative argument(parathanuman) 

is lacking viz. udaharana or illustration. Therefore, the 

25. 11 Hithyapratyaya apyete nabhavanti pradhanc3.bhavatu, 
ibid,p.244. 
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Buddhist view about illusion of many atoms as one is 

untenable one. 

The Buddhist phenomenalists try to answer the 

above argument of the Naiyayikas in the following way. 

According to them, (the Buddhists) though such sapak9as 

are not forthcoming in the field of visual perception. 

Yet these can be shown in other fields viz. in auditory, 

tactile, olfactory and gustatory perception (indriyantara 

vi§ayesva pratyayah). The Buddhists make no difference 

between substance and quality, and so the objects of the 

auditory, olfactory and gustatory perceptions are, for 

them, nothing but the aggregates of atoms (Q;irat$.n:g.-pamph_a~, 26 

A sound, for example is composed of sound parsmaa£. Now, 

when we here a sound, they are each a single content, i.e., 

one sound as distinguished from numerous other sounds we 

are sensing at other times. This is same in the case of 

taste, touch also. These are all numerically different 

and we can perceive their differences. Here, therefore, 

we get the required basis ofi illusory experience '(pradhana) 

a veridical perception of unity. The Buddhists may claim 

on this basis that the perception of many atoms as one is 

false. 

26 •••• tesam mate sabdadayo'pi saficita eva. vacaspati 
Ml§ra:Nyayavarttikatatparyatika. (Vizianagram Sanskrit 
Series, Beneras) ,p.276. 
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The Naiyayikas have raised some questions in the 

context of above Buddhist argument of sapa.k.;;atva. They 

ask: why do the Buddhists regard the perception of one 

sound, one taste etc. as veridical ? Is there any disti-

nction between experience of a sound and that of jar, in 

so far as they are experiences of unity ? In both cases 

we perceive a unity; yet the Buddhists invest one with 

authentic~,ty and denies the same to the other. Therefore, 

perceptions of unity in these fields cannot be cited as 

instances because of ladk of any special, distinguishing 

feature in them. 27 Hence, the Buddhists view can not 

eventually be sustained and our experience of unity must 

be reckoned as valid. 

Moreover, the Nyaya-vaise~ika philosophers argue 

that as it is true that the constitu~nt parts of a tree 

are present in the whole, it is also possible that the 

28 whole in some sense resides or present in its parts. 

In other words it can be said that the tree is present 

also in the branches or trunk of it. Because, the tree 

2 7. Vi~esahetvabhavad drstanta avyavastha. Uddyotkara, 
NyClyavarttika, ( Chowkhamba sanskrit Series, Beneras) 
1915,p.244. 

28. Ibid, p.244 and Gautarna, Nyayasutra (Bibliotheaa Indica) 
on sGtra No.2. 1. 32. 
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is contained in its parts, and must be present in each 

part simultaneously; as much as the parts; the branches 

etc. are contained in the tree. The tree is contained 

in its parts by the relation of inherence(samavaya). 

He~ce we may see the tree in the branches as much as 

we see branches in the tree. There is no reason, 

therefore, to suppose that only the part is perceived, 

2g 
not the tree as whole. 

29. Na hindriyena ekadese tat sahaoarito• vayavi na 
sannikrstah,tena yathai,kadesabsannikarsad upalabhyate 
evam avayavyapi sannikar~ad upalabhyate: Uddyotkara, 
Ny§yayarttika,(Bibliotheca Indica,calcutta) ,II,i.32, 
p.215. 
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II 

In the foregoing section, we have discussed 

various epistemological problems concerning whole and 

part (avayavin) and avayavas): how is the whole known by 

us ? Is it perceived or inferred, or is there any other 

mode of knowledge by which it (the whole) can be cognised? 

In this section we shall mainly deal with the ontological 

status of whole and its parts. Accordingly we shall be 

concerned with the questions like: Is the whole something 

over and above its parts ? Or is it a mere aggregate or 

assemblage of parts ? How is the whole constituted and 

how is it related to its parts '? 

We have already mentioned in the previous section 

that, according to the Buddhist phenomenalists, the whole 

is nothing but mere aggregate of its parts. The whole as 

such i9 nonest, it is nothing but parts existing together. 

On the other hand, the Nyaya realists opine that the whole 

is ontologioally different from its parts and is something 

over and above ttJ,em. The production of sensible materia 1 

order from infrasensible atoms, according to them, is 

explainable only on the basis of the assumption that the 

whole (~ayavas) is different from its parts (avayavas). 
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- I 
Both the Nyaya-Vaise~ika realists and the Buddhist 

ph~nomenalists admit that, the external material object 

which is commonly experienced as a 1 whole 1 (avaya vin) can 

be dessolved into discreate, detached, and disconnected 

ultimate realisties. The Nyaya realists explain these 

realities as gararrB.nu and the Buddhists call these as 

sva.lak.;;anas or k§aJ;las, or unique particulars or point-

instants. By the combination of these atoms or svalak:;; 

a1;1as (unique particulars) the external world emerges. 

Though there are some apparent similarities between atoms 

(~ramanu) of the Nyaya-Vai~e§ika realists and point

instants (:t§aoas) or unique particulars ( .;> val.akja:oas)of- the 

Buddhists, yet these two are fundamentally different. 

The atom of the Nyaya-Vai~e~ika is a substance 

which possesses not only qualities like smell, taste, 

colour etc. but many universals like satta(existence), 

dravyatva (substanceness) £rithivitva (earth-ness), etc. 

and also the differentiating entity called vi~esa. All 

these properties,universals, and vi~esa are objective 

entities having their essence separate from that of their 

substratum(~). The atom of the Vai~e§ika,therefore, 

being a substance and containing these·separate entities 
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(properties) within it, would appear to be complex. 

k2anas of the Buddhists, on the other hand, are conceived 

as dharrras (properties). In Nyaya-Vaise@ika terminology 

they are described in terms of qualities (qunas),colour, 

touch etc. and for that reason, they are sometimes felt 

to be qualities. K;;;apas, however, like a material 

substance, posses ~he property of sapatighatva,i.e. 

obstructability, which is defined as 11 the fact that the 

space occupied by one of them cannot, at the same time 

be occupied by another". But they are not to be equated 

with the substances of the Nyaya-Vaidesika system, the 

very idea of substance being foreign to the Buddhist 

thought. But atom, according to the Nyaya-vaise§ikas, 

occupies the same space which is occupied by its effect 

dvy-anuka, which is also a separate substance. Apart from 

this ksaoa is like a property. It is thus obvious that 

the conception of the Buddhist k§anas is different from 

that of the atom. But owing to their obvious similarty 

in being the smallest fragments of reality, the Buddhist 

k§apa is often spoken of as an atom (paramanuh). The term 

ksana, however, can never be used for the atom(paramanuh) 

of ·the Nyaya-Vai~e§ika for the reason that the latter being 

felt to be eternal and can not be equated with the ksanas 
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which is merely a momentary point instant. Now we shall 

return in our main discussion that both the ~~ and 

atom are discrete and detached bits of reality. The 

external material world presented to us is, however, a 

unified reality or a synthesis of these realities, and 

the question arises as to what the unifying agency or 

the principle of synthesis is ? The Buddhists say that 

the synthetic principle is subjective only, i.e., it 

exists in our though and nowhere in the external world. 

But the Nyaya-Vaise§ika philosophers declare that the 

basic principle is that whatever is experienced exists 

in the external world and therefore, the unifying or 

synthetic principal has an objective basis. As a result 

of the connection of two atoms, there arises a unified 

reality in the form of 'whole' avayavin, i.e., a dvyanuka 

which is different from atoms. Similarly, further avayavins 

emerge from dvyanukas. The avayavin, which is a seperate 

substance, has been conceived in Ny~ya-vaisesika philosophy 

as unification of parts, a synthetic principle. Thus, a 

dvyanuka is a synthetic principle of two atoms. This 

unifying principle, as already explained, emerges as an 

effeCt substance from the parts. There is another synthetic 

principle called the universal (samanya) which brings about 
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a synthesis of a different kind, i.e., in the form of a 

notion of commonness in similar objects. These two 

synthetic principles, i.e., the dvyanuka and samanya, 

ofcourse different in their nature and function~ But 

they both have one common feature. In both the cases, 

there is one entity associated with many. The one 

avayavin associated with many parts in one case, and the 

~ universal with many individuals in the other. To hold 

that there is an objective reality which is one yet 

associated with many both in point of time and of space, 

is fundamentally opposed to each other. According to the 

Buddhist, the external reality exists only in the form of 

discrete and disconnected moments. The •no soul theory• 

(~atma-vada) of the Buddhists implies that there is no 

unifying principle in the detached moments of reality. 

The •no soul theory• (anatma-vada) is crux of the teaching 

of the Buddha. The term atman is used by the Buddhist 

c'!5 in a wider sense. According to them, there is not only 

no permanent entity called soul in human beings or in 

other living creatures(pudgal-nairat~) but there is no 

soul even in other inanimate external objects 

(dharma-nairatmya), which means that there is no substance 

in the form of a 'whole• (avayavin) residing in its parts. 
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Thps the •no-substance theory• (adravya-vada) is implied 

in the po soul theory, (§rvam anatman). Thus the two 

principles, viz. the avayavin and samanya are the most 

disputed topios on which the Budd11ist joins issue with 

the Nyaya-Vai~e~ika schoql. We shall discuss about the 

universal (samanya) is a separate chapter. Now we shall 

be concerned with the controversy between the Nyaya

Vai~e§ika realists and the Buddhists phenomenalists on 

the problem of whole and part (avayavins and avayavas). 

The Nyaya-Vai~e~ika philosophers have advanced 

a number of argurrents to prove a&a.yavin (whole) to be 

different from its parts. The main argument of Nyaya

Vai~e§ikas is this: This material world perceived by our 

senses is made up of atoms which on account of being 

minute are imperceptible, and the ref ore, there must exist 

objects made up of atoms which possess gross rnaguitude 

and are perceptible. These gross objects must be in the 

form of avayavins of their parts (avayavas), i.e., the 

atoms from which they must be different. The Buddhists 

raise objection that one single hair is not perceptible 

from distance but a mass of hair is perceptible. In the 

same way, one single atom is imperceptible, but a gross 
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number of them will be perceptible. In answer the Nyaya

Vai$e~ika philosophers say that a hair is not perceptible 

from a long distance but is perceptible by nature, because 

it can be seen from a close range. There is also a 

qualitative difference between the atom and a hair, because 

atoms are imperceptible by nature and consequently there 

is no question of their perc-eptibility: even a mass of 

atoms are not perceptible. Vddyotkara argues in this 

context that "those who believe that atoms themselves are 

the cause of comprehension of •gross• objects like a jar 

should be asked whether the difference in the comprehension 

of atoms (1-lhich become perceptible) is due to some 

speciality being produced in them or without any such 

speciality ? If it is produced in them, we call it avayavin 

and,if not, it would be a contradiction to say that the 

same atoms are both perceptible and imperceptible. The 

opponent may say that the congunction (samyog) of atoms 

is their speciality; and the atoms, in a mutual proximity, 

become perceptible on account of their conjunction. But 

the realists rejoin that it is not possible because atoms 

being imperceptible their conjunction also can not be perceived~0 

30. Yasya paramanobo ghatadibuddhihetabo bhavanti sa ca idam 
prastbya kim,paramanab upagat vise~a iti. Kim cataQ ? 
Yadyupgat vise~ah,yot sau visesan sotvavav~ iti praptam 
arthanupgativise§a ta ebata indriya aindriya kah ca iti 
mahan virodh. Vise§a.samyoga0 para~numa~,te paraspara 
pratyastau satyam samyoga upakarana upalapsyanta iti na, 
atindriya tvadnunam,natindriyanam samyoga pratyak~~ 
bhavitumh iti", Uddyotkara ,Nyayavartika (Biloliothera 
Indica.) ,p. 502. 
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commenting on the above passage of Uddyotkara, 

vacaspatimisra quotes a verse from Dharma.kirti.' s 

Pramanavarttika which argues the Buddhist point of view 

thus: "what the contradiction is there,if many atoms, 

having acquired some excellence (ati~aya) which vas 

absent in a single atom, cause comprehension of one gross 

31 
object like the sense and others. It means that the sense, 

manas, and an e:xternal object produce a knm,vledge when 

all of them work in concert, but each one of them separately 

does not do so. In answer to the above Buddhist question 

Vacaspati Iviisra points out that Uddyotkara has already 

answered this question when he says that excellence or 

speciality in atoms can not be any thing other than the 

origination of an avayavin. To this the Buddhist rejoins; 

even for the origination of an avayavin, you (the Naiyayika) 

will have to admit the emergence of a new quality 

(speciality) which will be its cause. Why not hold, then, 

the same quality as the cause of the knowledge of one 

gross object instead of introducing an immediary,avayavin. 
32 

, I 

In answer to this vacaspati .l!lisra replies; "whatever is 

31. 

32. 

The verse in question is: 11 Ko va virodho bahavah samj.ata
tisayal} pfthak/Bhaveyup karanam buddher yadi nil.mendri
yadivat" vacaspati .iV'risra, NyayavarttikaHitparyatika 
( Vizianagram S3.nskrit Series, Beneras) ,p. 502. 

"Na ca vam agantukam asadya paramanavo' vayavinam 
janayanti teniva sthula-buddhirh,k:rtam avayavina 11 

va ca spa ti I'1i sra , Ny<iya va rt ika tat parya tika ( Chowkha mba 
Sanskrit Series,Banaras) ,p. 502. 
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comprehended in a cognition is regarded as the object 

cause (alambana pratyaya) of that cognition. 33 r·1oreover 

he says that "our cognition can not have for its object 

mutually exclusive and most subtle atoms. Therefore, we 

have to assume the emergence of a gross object in form 

of an (avayavin). Otherwise, there cannot arise the 

knowledge of one gross objects because atoms are different 

from a gross obje ct11 • 
3 4 The Buddhists, however, point 

out that grossness or extension of the external object 

is not the attribute of an external object but the compreh-

ension of the object (pratibha§a-dharrna). The realists 

may rejoin: in that case, the knowledge which presents 

an external object as gross or extended will have to be 

regarded as an illusion •. Moreover, the Nyaya-· va'isesikas 

assert that if it is true, then it is also true that there 

must have some cases in which there was the right perception 

of a real gross object. Because, illusion is always 

preceded by right knowledge. So, from the above discussion 

we can conclude thQt the atoms(parts) are the constituent 

elements of external objects (whole). Our next attempt will 

be to discuss how the whole (avayavin) is reaated to its 

component parts 1 On this question of relation, to its 

33. Yad~abhasa hi buddhis tad asya alambanapratyayah, 
Ibid,p. 502; line-19. · 

3 4. •iNa ceyam paraspara-vya v:rtta-pram§. sukl?rna-paramanu
~lambana,tatha sati sthula bhedat tad ekam iti na 
sya t". Ibid, p. 502, Line-20. 
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the phenomenalists, i.e., the Buddhists, are sharply divided 

in opinion from their philosophical opponent, the Nyaya 

realists. 

According to the Nyaya-Vai~e~ika philosophers, the 

whole (avayavin) is related to parts (avayavas) by the 

. 35 
relation of inherence {samavaya) but not vice-versa. 

The avayavas are samva.Yin or the container(adhara) of the 

content avayavins. For example, in the case of a jar, the 

Whole jar iS related tO its partS by the relation Of samavaya 1 

and the soil is the container (adhara) of the content whole 

jar. The Nyaya-Vai~e§ika philosophers consider the samavaya 

as yy§.pyavritti. They explain the constitution of the whole 

as follows: The parts come in contact with one another and 

then they rrake the whole (avayavin). And the new born whole 

(avayavins) is related to the parts (avayavas) by the relation 

of inherence {samavaya). And the whole, (avayavin) ,according 

- I to the Nyaya-Vaise~ika realists is supposed to pervade its 

parts through and through. 

But the Buddhists are vehemently opposed to the 

concept of samava¥a and adhara-adharya-bhava and the concept 

35. The inherence relation is not the both way relation. It 
is asymmetrical relation. IfXstands in one relation to Y, 
Y can not stand to X in the same relation. Here_ avayavin 
is related to avayavas in the relation of samavaya,but 
from the side of avayavas it is not samavayi but 
11 sa rna veta tva 11 • 
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of one subsisting in many, Hence forv..e.rd we shall highlight 

the Buddhists• arguments on the basis of which they 

refute the realistic theory of (i) sama.vaya, (ii) concept 

of whole subsisting in its parts (iii) the idea of one 

substing in many. 

According to the Naiyayikas the substance,i.e., 

the avayavin subsist in every constituent parts of it. But 

the 
,_ 

Buddhists, specifically santarak~ita says that things 

like yarns, hands, and other limbs cannot be pervaded by 

36 
a single composite whole, because they are many (aneka vat). 

Moreover, the substance, i.e., the avayavin cannot subsist· 

in many because it is one like atom. 37 Kama.lsila elaborately 
I 

restates this argument of santarak~ita. According to Kama.lslla 

that which.is diverse can not be permeated by a single 

b t th t ' f l t h t d ' 38Th su s ance, a lS, or examp e, s raw, u an Jar. ese 

objects (straw, hut and jar) are many and diverse in character 

and admittedly not imbued with any single substance. The 

I 

36. Ekavayavyanugata naiva tantukaradayaq. santarak~ita, 
TattyaS3.rOgraha; (Baroda Oriental Institute,1926), 
Verse-604. · 

37. 11 Nanekavayavasritarn ekatvadanuvat11 Santarak~ita, 
Tattva samgraha,(Baroda Oriental Jnstitute,1926), 
Verse-605. 

38. 11Yadanekarri na tadekadravyanugatam; Kata kuttya k.utadayah11 

Kama lsila, Tattvasarngrahapan jika, (Boroda, Oriental 
Institute) Verse-605. 
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The components in question viz. Yarns, hands etc. are also 

many and diverse. Experience nowhere provides us with an 

instance of plurality being steeped in unity, of many 

being shot through with one. Experience rather tells us 

of unredeemed pluralism of 1 many-free 1 from the least 

vestige of community. Hence, there is vyapaka viruddho

palabdhi, i.e., knowledge of the contrary of the vyapaka 

of the opponent. so, the Nyaya-VaiSe§ika thesis is 

untenable. Again, the Buddhists say that, what is one 

t b ' t ' . 1 t 39 Th mus su s1s 1n a s1ng e a om. e 1 avayavin 1 is one; 

therefore it can not subsist in many. So, there is again 
I 

vyapaka viruddhopalabdhi. santarak9ita now conteds 

that inspite of the above arguments if the opponents stick, 

to their position, then they can be challenged on the 

ground that such subsistence of one in many is not warranted 

by any pramana. It is impossible because it militates 

against the nature (svabhava), form and character (rupa) 

of an avayavin to subsist simultaneously in many parts. 

The Buddhists raise the question in this connection : 

Does the avayavin subsists in one part in the same form 

in which it subsists in another ? Or does it do in some 

other form ? The former alternative is not acceptable. 

39. 11 Yadekam tadekadra vyasritam ya thaikah paramanu}f" 
Karralsila Tattvasamgrahpanjika, (Orintal Institute, 
Baroda,1926), Verse-604. 
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Because, if the whole subsists in one part with its from 

and distinctive nature intact, it could not be subsisting 

in others at the same time in the same way. If the whole 

pertaining to one component subsistedi in some other 

component which occupied a different space, in the form 

and manner, it would mean that the two components were 

not distinguishable from each other. The second alternative 

is not also acceptable equally. If the avayavin subsisted 

in the other part in another from and feature, it vJOuld 

no more be one, for difference of form and distinctive 

character nullifies unity of the object. Indeed, on this 

view, we should have to postulate as many avayavins as 

there are parts, for the avavavin has to subsist in each 

of them in a different form and character. 40 But this is 

absolutely absurd. Hence, neither of the alternatives is 

·tenable. 

The Nyaya-Vai~e~ika philosophers answer the above 

Buddhists arguments in a very simple way. Ace ording to 

them experience determines the truth and content of 

propositions and it is to experience that we have to turn 

to see whether one resides in many or not. Experience shows 

40. 11 Tadekam dravyamekavayava kodik:ritam yattasya rupam 
tenaivavya,vantaresu vartate, Yadya anyena-iti pak~a 
dvayam". santarak?i ta I Tatt va samgraha I ( Orinta 1 Series I 
Baroda,) p. 2 50. 
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that in some cases one resides in one, as in the case of 

a man lying on the coach and that is in some others it 

resides in many, that is, the whole is in the parts. This 

is not however a solitary case where we find the relation 

of container and contained (a£raya-a~rayi) between many 

and one. Uddyotkara has given other examples, that is, 

number (sankhya), separateness(pfthakatva1, conjunction 

(samyoga), disjunction (vibhaga) and universal (samanya). 

In all these cases, according to Uddyotkara, how can 

41 Buddhist deny that one can dwell in many? Moreover, as 

- 1,. Raghunath Slromani points out, if these were really 

self-contradictory, how could this be found at all in 

experience ? contradictions under no system are admitted 

to be objects of experience, for if they are experienced 

they can not be deemed to clash with each other. 42 Since we 

get instance galore where a manifold is the substrate 

(asraya) and a unit is the content(a~rayi), we have to 

conclude that there is nothing monstrous in holding that 

one can and does reside in many. 

Now we shall discuss the Buddhists arguments against 

the Nyaya-Vai$esikas second theory that the whole can 

41. "Evam sarvesvaneka dra vya Vf'ttisu samkhya pfthaktva samyoga 
bibhaga samanya disvanuyogadhi karana vyavrtn doso 
vaktavya0. Uddyotkara,Ny%yavartika(Bibliotheca Indica)p.215. 

42. Yadrsasya virodho na_tas~adhyaso yadrsasya cadhyaso na, 
1asya virodh, Raghunath Siromoni's Commentary on 
Atmattvaviveka(Bibliotheca Indica) ,p.586. 
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subsists in its parts either wholly or partly. According 

to Nyaya-Vaise~ika realists a thing can subsist in another 

only in two ways either partly or wholly. The avayavin 

therefore can subsist in each of its parts wholly without 

any remainder, e.g., vocal excellence of the cuckoo 

(kalavinka kantha gura); or it can subsist only in part, 

43 
e.g., a single thread running in and through the followers. 

Now, if the avayavin subsisted wholly in one part and were 

exhausted in it there would remain nothing over, to be in 

44 other parts; so they would be useless and super£ luous. 

If it is still maintained that the whole some how subsists 

entirely in each and all of the components, then it follows 

that there would be as many avayavins as there are parts, 

each avayavin having a different locus of its own., l_ike 

water lilies blooming in different tanks. 
45 

But this is 

repugnant to the Naiyayikas. For this means that the 

avayavin would cease to be one and be reduced to the status 

of avayavas. A unitary reality embracing the parts such 

43. 11 Yatha sraksutram kusume~m 11 , Vacaspatimisra,Nyayavartika 
tatparyatika ( Chowkhamba Scinskrit Series Benaras) ,p. 381. 

I . -

44. Se~avayava variyarthyam, UddyotNara, Nyayavartika 
( Chowkhamba sanskrit Series, Beneres,) p. 213. 

45. Tatasea savartmana v~tterjugapadaneka kundadivya 
vasthota kubaladivat anekatvarnavayavinao prapnoti. 
Karnalsila, Tattva-samgrahapanjika, (Buddha Bharati 
Series,) Verse-612. 
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as the avavavin is supposed to do in blown sky-high. 

The matter does not end here, there are other 

difficulties also. If a avayavin existed wholly in a part 

and was constituted of it, it would be 'ekadravya• and it 

will be not perceivable. Because the conditions of 

perceptibility recognised in the Nyaya-Vaise§ika are, among 

other things, gross dimension and composition by many 

substances. Since the avayavin in the present oase 

consists only of one part, it obviously can not be perceived. 

And this goes against the Nyaya-contention that the whole 

is perceptibile. In fact, such an avayavin would be atomic 

in magnitude, for an atom alone is ekadravya. Moreover, 

on such a view the avayavin would be indestructable. A 

thing that is composed of many may be destroyed, beoause 

destruction is only decomposition, a resolution into smaller 

components. So, there is no meaning in saying that it can 

be destroyed. 

We can not also maintain the other alternative 

viz. the avayavin ey,ists part by part in its components. 

For this would mean that the whole existed in its component 

through the medium of a set of intrinsic, non-constituent 
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parts. There would be thus two sets of parts - constituent 

and non-constituent parts. But this goes against the 

experience and also to the Nyaya-Vaise§ika contention. 

Because, experience does not give us any such two fold 

parts of a thing. Now, the question rray be raised that 

how is the whole related to its non-constituent parts ? 

As stated before it can not exist entirely in any of its 

parts; if however it is to exist partially, there would 

b th . d t f t d d . f' 't 46 A · e a 1r se o par s an so on a -1n 1n1 urn. ga1n, 

if the whole was to exist piecemeal, we would have any 

47 instance of many being in many and not of one being in many. 

The whole would lose its self-identify and unity and would 

48 
just be a conglomeration of parts. But this is preceisely 

the Buddhist view and the Naiyayikas would certainly not 

accept it. 

I 

santarak9ita, the Buddhist philosopher, does not 

I 
accept the very Nyaya-Vaise§ika concept of vrtti of subsis-

tence of the whole in the. parts. According to him if each 

46. II Atha e.kade ~ena i ti pak -?al} tada ana va stha syadekade sana m" 
Kamalsila, Tattvasariigrahapafi jika", (Buddha Bharati series) 
On verse-613. 

4 7. 11 Tatha ca sati nikamanekats aikadesena vartate kim tu 
anekamanekatva iti" vacaspati I'1isra, Nyayavartikatatfiaryatika, 
(chowkhamba Sanskr.:j_t Series,Beneras) ,P.382. 

48. 11 Evam hi sati eko • vavi na syat avayavapracayamatr
arupatvattasya·Kamalsila, Tattvasamgrahapafijika(Buddha 
Bharati Series) Loc, cit. 
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of the composites present in eadh of the components 

together occupied the same space, then and only then the¥ 

49 could be said to subsist in a component, since,however, 

that is not possible, i.e., the many composites subsisting 

in the many components can not all occupy the same locus, 

50 we can not speak of subsistance of the whole in the parts. 

vacaspati also states this Buddhists argument as purvapak§a 

with considerable greater trenchancy. According to 

Vacastati r1i~ra, if the whole exists, part for part, in 

the avayavas, then ultimately we have to come to atoms and 

instead of saying • a garland running through flowers•, 

should say •an atom of the garland is in a atom of a flower. 51 

But subsistence of one atom on (or in) the other is absured. 

Hence, it is not meaningful talk to say that the avayavin 

subsists .in the avayavas (avayavesu avayavi v,J:'tteh). 

The Nyaya-Vaiseo?ika philosophers next give arguments 

to refute the Buddhist objection and to establish their 

position, i.e., the whole or avayavin is over and above its 

parts. They give two arguments to reject the Buddhists 

49. YadyekadesaQ pratyekavayavinah syuh,tada avayavehyavayaviv 
ftta0 syat, Karral~ila, Tattvasamgrahapanjika,(Buddha 
Bharati Series) Loc, Cit·. 

50. KamalSLla, Tattvasa~;rahapafijika (Buddha Bharati Series), 
loc, cit. 

51. 11 Kusumaparamanabekasm,1.n sutra pramanureko vartate 11 
I 

vacaspati Misra, ~yayavarttikatatparyatika(Chowkhamba 
S:mskrit Series) ,p. 382. 
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position. According to the Buddhists the only g-round 

of rejecting an avavavin is the impossibility of its 

subsistance either part by part or in its entirety. Now 

- I 
the question may arise, the Nyaya-Vaise~ika philosophers 

point out : Is this ground or probans some thing perceived 

by the Buddhists ? Or is it some thing uperceived ? In 

the latter case it is open to the charge of being 'asiddha' 

(unproven). As a matter of fact, the Buddhists have nowhere 

perceived such subsistance, hence the ground asiddha; 

consequently, the Buddhists conclusion, that is, the 

avayavin is non-existent is untenable. If, on the otherhand, 

such Y£tti or subsistence as such is not admitted by him 

it would be the same in everywhere including the case of 

the avayava and avayavin. In that case it is not open to 

the Buddhist to deny •avayavin'. Again if v{tti or subsis-

tence as such is not admitted by him, then the question 

whether subsistence is partial or complete does not arise 

at all and should not be entertained at all. Instead of 

hair spilliting as to the mode on subsistence the Buddhist 

in the very begining should denounce it. so the Naiyayikas 

may finally vvind up by saying that in any event the opponent 

can not deny avayavin,because it til vouched for by our 

perception which takes the form'. 'It subsists herein', 
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52 
'the cloth subsists in the yarns' etc. Vacaspati says 

in this context that if,as the Buddhis~argue 1 there 

is no subsistence, then all talk of whether subsistence 

. b t h 1 . h t b . 53 
lS y par or as a w o e lS no muc emp y ver lage. 

The Buddhists say in reply that so far as 

subsistence or 'vftti' as such is concerned it has been 

shovm to be a myth. The second question relates to the 

mode of subsistence and to the validity of such expressions 

as 'partial or complete subsistence'. These are used and 

intended to be taken only analogically. By the term 'in', 

entirety' what is meant to be clarified is whether the 

'avayavi substance' subsists as an impartible whole-in the 

way in which the ~riphala, that is, the bilva fruit, lies 

in a dish ? Or does it subsist in some other way as a 

certain person, Chaitra does when lying down on several 

54 seats ? This latter sense is shought to be brought out 

by then term 'subsistence in part'. Hence, there is no·thing 

wrong in using expressions to which Nyaya-Vaise~ika has 

exception. Lastly, as regards to the perceptual character 

'-52. Santarak~ita, Tattvasamgrah, On verses Nos1 613 - 617. 

53. 11'V:ritterabhavat ekadesena va ka.;tsnyena va vartate iti 
riktam vacah11 , Vacaspati Misra, Nyayavarttikatatparyatika, 
( Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series,) Loc, cit, Verse No. 620. 
I 

54. s3.ntarak~ita, Tattvasamgraha, (Buddha Bharati .:£ries) 
verse No.620. 
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of subsistence of the whole in parts, it is flatly denied 

by the Buddhists. The Nyaya-Vai~e~ika philosophers 

restated this Buddhist contention to negate the relation 

between whole and part. The Nyaya-Vaisesika philosophers 

controvert the Buddhist thesis that since the whole can 

not exist in the parts either wholly or in part, it can 

not be admitted. Like Vatsyayana Uddyotkara challenges 

the very basis of the Buddhist contention and.says that the 

concepts of 'existing wholly or in part' (kartsnyena 

55 
ekadesenava) do not apply to the whole. When there are 

many things in a group and we include all of them without 

remainder we use the term 'krtsna' or 'all' (or complete or 

exhaustive). 56 More clearly, it may be said that the 

underlying idea is that it implies a totality, a manifold, 

each member of which has been included in our calculation 

and none left out. Naturally, it can nat be applied to 

the avayavin which is unitary substance and not a manifold. 

Similarly, concept of 'part' does not go with it~ again for 

55. "Kim pratyayayavam k:rtsnovayavi varbateathaikades'enen 
nopapadyate prasnaQ. Phanibhu~an Tarkab6gish,Nyayabha$ya, 
(ca. lcutta sanskrit Series) , s. No. 4-2, 11 and 11 Kima vayaya 
iekadesena vartate atha ursnenaiva vartate iti na 

yuktah prasanah navayavi kytsno naikadedap' Uddyotkara, 
Nyayavarttika, (Chawkhamba sanskrit Series) ,p.214. 

56. Krtsnamiti khalvanekasya se~asyabhidhanam, Ibid. 
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the reason that it has no parts except the avayavas of the 

components which are its inherent cause and therefore 

different from it. In fact, the word •ekade~a• as 

distinguished from the word 1 kftsna• is used when some 

57 members of a given total are left out. The avayavin, 

being a unitary and not a multiple substance, obviously 

does not admit of being conceived as existing in part. 

It may be asked, 11 if the whole does not subsist 

in the parts, either wholly or partly, how else does it 

do so ? These are the only modes of subsistance and there 

is no third one 11
• 

58 
Vacaspati in answer to this question 

says that it is not correct to hold that subsistence must 

always be either in entirety or in part,i.e., subsistence 

is vy§pya and either of these modes (prakaradvavanyatra) 

- 59 is vyapaka. There is also another mode viz, subsistence 

by nature(svarupatao). The thread running though the flowers 

of a garland is such that, by nature, it has to exist in 

the flowers. It does not exist there wholly or in part but 

by reason of its being what it is. Similarly guna subsists 

in its locus by reason of its nature, i.e., because of its 

57. 

58. 

Na ca kft~naikade~abhyam prakarantamasti. vacaspati 
~lisra, Ny§yavarttikatatparyatika(Chowkhamba sanskrit 
series) ,p. 381. 

Na kimcitkvacit kartsnyenaika des~na va vartamanam 
drsta~ iti tayorvrtt.imprati vyapakatvamasiddham, _-~ . .' ' . , . 
ibl.d,p.382. 

I - -59. Tatra sutrasya kFttih kusume~u naikadesena va napi 
ka~tsne yena kimtu svarupat0; evamavayavesvayavina~ 
svarupatal; eva. ibid,p.3_82. 
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being a ~· even so in the relation of avayavas and 

avayavin. The avayavin is such that it can not but be in 

its avayavas - that is its nature, its svarupa. Therefore, 

the above said bimodality can not be said to cover all 

cases of subsistence of the avayavin in the avayava can not 

be nullified. In fact the problem of how many ways are 

there of a thing being subsistent in another is to be 

empirically determined and we can not start with any 

preconceived notion in the matter. 

Thus, we see that subsistence of the avayavin in 

the avayavas is natural, not. circumstantial. 60 This relation 

is called sama vaya. . _, _, . -
It 1s asraya-asray1 bhava - the avayavas 

..... ' . are asray1 or, the content. In this relation one is in 

many at one and the same time .• But the Buddhists do'not 

admit any such relation and this brings us to the next point 

of discussion, that is Buddhists criticism of samavaya. 

We have already mentioned that one of the Nyaya-

V<iise~ika contention is that the whole is apprehended by us 

as subsisting in parts. We have congnitions of the form 'the 

cloth is in the yarn' or 'the pot is in the potsherds': and 

60. II Svabh~vika na tu agantuka 11 Udayana,Kiranabali, ed by 
I 

Gourinath S3.stri,p.251. 
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this clearly shows that there is subsistence of the whole 

in the parts. Since experience and knowledge attest such 

subsistence, it has to be admitted as a brute datum, as 

an indisputable objective fact. Possible difficulties 

regarding mode of subsistence can not be allowed to 

supersede or negate this fact, rather they are to be 

explained or sorted out on the basis of and in the light 

of such subsistance. The Nyaya-Vaide§ika philosophers 

designate such subsistence by the term samavaya or 

inherence. 

Although samavaya or inherence later came to be 

supposed to obtain in various cases, e.g., as between a 

substance and its qualities and motion, an eternal 

substance and its ultimate differential etc., still, in 

the begining, it seems to have been introduced into the 

Nyaya-vaise~ika literature only to explain the peculiar 

relation between the karana and karya-dravya. Kanada does 

not indicate of qualities, movements, universals to be 

residing in their substance by relation of samavaya. 

He defines samavaya as 11 that which produces in respect of 

the material cause and the effect, the notion this 
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subsisting in that". 
61 

The relation of sarrs.vaya, therefore, 

makes it possible for the material cause and the effect 

to be.container and contained (adhara and adhe)~) 

respectively. It seems that originially samavaya was 

meant to explain only this relation of subsistence; 

subsequently, it was extended so as to cover other cases. 

The Buddhists, however, reject the relation of samavaya. 

They deny the relation samavaya which is vouchsated by 

relevant cognitions such as 'the cloth is in the treads' 

or •the pot is in the potsherds'. Dharma~ti, the great 

Buddhist logician, asserts in this context that, apart 

from the Nyaya-Vaise~ika literature, we nowhere come 

across such linguistic expressions. They are not also found 

in language of the ordinary people. - I The Nyaya-Vaise~ikas 

deliberately coin such expressions which a view of defending 

their theory of samavaya; these expressions are not dictated 

by the nature of things.
62 ~ntarak~ita also argues in 

this context that the notion of subsisting in this• (etadiha 

vijnanam) exists for the opponents only (paresameva vartate) 

61. 11 Ihedam iti yatah karya karanaya sa samavaya 11 ,Kanada, 
Vai§e~ikasGtra,(Bibliotheca Indica) vii, 2.26. 

62. Yadirasti samavayah, tada'tha tantusu patah' ityadiyah 
buddhyaq na sy~q ? •.• iha tantusu pata9 ityadisabada~ 
ime svayam marrs.yanu locanaih krtah na vs as ta pur 
adhinal}, ibd, Verse-149. · · · 
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it is due entirely to their infactuation ~nth their own 

doctorins (svasiddhantanuraquna); and is never met within 

common experience (~ df9tai laukikam tu tat). 63 

The Naiyayikas answer by saying that expression 

of the form 'A' is in 'B' (iha ~alu vartate, atra khalu 

vartate) with some words in the locative case and same 

in the nominative indicating presence of one thing in 

another, are not peculiar to him or to his philosophy. They 

are used by common people as well and even by the Buddhists 

64 themselves. Do they not c;laim, for example, The porn 

belongs to the cow 's:rngam gavitishatilit' the horn is 

in the cow ? And do they not claim validity for the same ? 

Here certainly some sort of subsistence obtain and is so 

accepted by the Buddhist. Dharmakritti points out that 

regarding the above expressions of the Nyaya as indicating 

sama vaya Of the whole in ther:;arts 1 e. g. 1 the cloth is in 

the thread is unknown to the common man; it sounds 

t to hl.·m.65 ou rageous Not only does he never have such 

knowledge but he had rather knowledge of the reverse, e.g., the 

63. Eantarak9ita, Tattvasamgral;l.,(ChovJkhamba SS.nskrit Series) 
Karika-826. 

64. Dharmak,Ptti, Pramana varttika, (Buddha Bharati Series), 
Verse-150. 

65. Ibid. 
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thread belong to the cloths. 
66 

As Dharmakriti points out, 

the latter is certified by pratyaka9a and is universally 

accepted, as is borne out by the language of all unsophi-

sticated people; the former however is maintained only 

by the Nyaya-Vai~e§ika philosophers. It is 'upakalpita', 

~ ' I i.e., imagined by the Nyaya-Va1se§ika philosophers and 

1 alaukika 1
, i.e., not found in the world, because it 

falls beyond the realm of what is established by prarnana 

(prarnana siddhir bahir bhavat. 1167 I 
santarak?ita drives 

horne this point by saying that the notion that appears 

in our ordi·nary experience is 'the branches are in the 

68 .,. tree 1 and not 'the tree is in the branches' , 1 the stones 

are in the hill', and not 'not hill is in the stone'. 

Thus we should say following universals down the ages that 

parts make up the whole and being to it, and not vice-versa, 

as the Naiyayikas believe, to wit, the whole belongs to and 

is in the parts. 

66. Na keva lam 1 -lha tantusupatak' ityadika dhiya lake na 
siddhaQ kintu tadviparitad eva prariddhan. Karnalsila, 
Tattvasamqrahpanjika,(Buddha Ba~rati Series)On verse-830. 

67. Dharmak~ti,P~arnanavartika(Buddha Bharati Series) 
On verse-150. 

I 

68. Vrik9e sakhaya~ sibaseaga ityesa laUkikirnatih. santarak~ita, 
Tattvasamgrah, ?n.verse-8~9 and na tu s~khayarn~ .~~~~a~, 
silasu pravata 1t1. Karnals1la, Tattvasarograhpan11ka, 
On verse-S 30. 
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The Naiyayikas now seek to give counter arguments 

to the Buddhists above stated argument; They argue that 

even the expression approved of by the Buddhists, that is, 

• the horn belongs to the cow• suggests that what is called 

'the c0w' is different from its parts and thus goes to 

prove the avayavi as distinct from avayavas. If the whole 

were not distinct from parts, the cow from its avayavas. 

We sould not even speak of horns being in the cow. 69 

The Buddhists say in reply to the above argument 

that it simply means that the horns are never found apart 

from the remaining parts which together with them, i.e., 

the horns are known as the cow, 70 It does not signify the 

existence of an additional avayavin called • cow• •. 

,_ 
Santarak~ita explains in this connection that 

according to the Buddhist sentences containing a word in 

the nominative and another in the locative signify two things, 

* Biswanath Sen, The C cmcepts of part and Whole (Avayava 
and Avayavi) ( Rabindra Bharati University, calcutta, 
1985),pp. 45-46. 

69. Yadyayaya vebhyo na gaurbhinnah tada gavi s-ri gam ityapina 
syat 7 Monorathanandin's commentary on Pramanavarttika, 
(Buddha Bharati Series) on Karika-150. 

70. II Ga vakhya-Parisistanga-vicchedanupa lambh3. vat" I 

Pramanavarttika On Karika-150. 
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close proximity (nairatmya) or identity (tadatmya). 
71 

It 

signifies close proximity when the two words stand for 
..... 

two protions of an aggregate (avayasancaya) as in the 

above example or for portions of two different aggregates, 

i.e. 1 the bilva fruit is ·.!in the bOV.Jl (kundadau sriphalam) o 

'The branches are in the tree', or 'stones belong to the 

hill', mean that branches and stones are found to be in 

close contact with portions·other than themselves, viz, 

t k f th t db f th hl'll t' 1 72 
run o e ree an ase o e respec 1 ve y. 

But in case where we speak of colour, sound, 

taste, smell, action etc. and residing in a substance 

identity is meant, identity between the substance and colour, 

taste etc. as the case may be 'colour is in the jar' means 

'colour is of the nature of the jar, and not that 'colour' 

and jar are two different things and one inheres in the 

other. Kamal~ila here points out that the wo~d •tadatmya', 

I 

used by santarak9ita, is not to be taken as 'sameness' or 

equation', other wise colour and jar would be identical; 

wherever any patch of colour is :found, it would be termed • jar' 

and vice-versa. What is. however intended here is that 

71. Na tu avayavatiriktagosadbhavat" Monorathanandin' s 
commentary on Pramanavarttika, (Buddha Bharati Series) 
On Karika-150. 

72. "Vivak~ita ~akharita vyatirekatanyadhovyavasthi tani 
skandhadinyanyani" Kamalsila, Tattvasamgrahapafi jika 
( Chowkhamba S3.nskrit Series) On Karika-831. 
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though colour is found in many places, colour associated 

with certain other sense data which together for·ms a jar, 

is different from character, components found elsewhere. 

This distinction from other things, i.e., sense data 

(atadvvavrtti) is sought to be pointed out by the expression 

•colour in the jar•. Hence it means not that 'the •colour 

is the same as jar but that it is of the nature of the 

jar• (ghate rupam = ghatasva bham rupam, £2 ghatadyat 

makamity%rtha). 
73 ~ntarak~ita, therefore, concludes that 

only when two things are known to be different from each 

other and one is contained in the other, do we have the 

notion that •this subsists in that•?
74 

Cloth and yarns 

however are never perceived as distinct from each other, 

so there cannot arise in our mind the notion that one 

subsists in the other. 

Dharrrakirti also says in this context that cloth 

and threads can not subsist one in the other by inherence, 

for inherence would pre-suppose that the two things are 

different and exist simultaneously. But this is obviousely 

absured. For threads are the cause and cloth is the effect 

73. Ibid. 

74. 11 Nanatvalak9ane hi syadadha ra dhe,ya bhutayol) idamatreti 
vijnanam kundadau srlphaladivat. santrak9ita, Tattvasamgrah 
( Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series) On verse-831. 
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cause. cause and effect are related as antecedent and 

consequent and not as synchronous entities (naika kalam 

kathancan). A cloth is but the subsequent state of yarns 

brought into existence through the instrumentalit~ of 

loom, weaver and other machinery (tantusamskarasambhutam 

karyam) threads are the antecedent condition of the cloth. 

We have seen in the above discussion that 

Buddhists do not admit samavaya. In fact the Buddhists 

d t d 't l t' 75 t t k f - l o no a ml any re a lOn, no o spea o samavaya on y. 

According to them reality is but detached and discrete bits 

called moments(k£!anas) and all relations are only upakalpita 

or imaginary, being subjective projections on an infinitely 

pluralistic universe. This being so, it is not surprising 

that the Buddhists have severely denounce~ samavaya. we 

have discussed their arguments together v1ith the Nyaya-

Vdise§ikas answers thereto. We, however, made it clear 

and wish to reftterate that our concern is with samavaya not 

in all of its aspects but only in so far as it bears on our 

problem in:··. hand, i.e., as the relation of substrate and 

content, between the cause and the effect, between parts 

and whole. It has also been seen in the above discussion 

75. Samyoga vibhagayoh pratidhesh11
• S:Intarak~ita ,Tattvasarngraha 

ed by Baroda,p.27o,samyoga vibhagankalpitu tavanarthak~u· 
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that the difference between two contestants is the simple 

issue. Is the effect something different from the cause 

or not ? If it is held to be different, then sarnavaya 

or inherence becomes necessary to bring them together and 

keep th~m connected. This is the view of the Nyaya-

VaiSe§ika philosophers. If, however, the effect is deemed 

to be but a form of the cause, they would turn out to be 

an identical substance. Naturally, there would be no 

necessity of samavaya. It i§ for this reason that the 

Buddhist has no place for sarnavaya in his consmological 

76 I 
scheme. The Nyaya-Vaisesika philosophers have tried 

to establish that the avayavin is distinct entity and can 

be proved to be so by various reasons. Therefore, samavaya 

must be admitted. Besides holding between avayavas and 

avayavin, samavaya holds also between substance and quality, 

substance and action etc. with which we are not concern here. 

The Navya-Nyaya has tried to prove it on another ground. 

The ground is : we have qualified knmvledge ( vi~i§ta buddhi) 

of qualities, action etc., e. g. 1 •the jar is blue• (which 

is guna visi§tabuddhi). 1 Devdatta is in motion• (which is .-
kriy% visi)ita buddhi) etc. 

77
Now such determinate knowledge 

has three contents vi~e§ya or qualificand, vide~ana or 

76. 11 Na samavayosti pramanabhavat". Isvarakf"s.na~samkhyakarika, 
(Nirnaya Sagara Press, Bombay) 1 SatTikhvs-sutra-5/99. 

77. Gunakriyadivi~i~tabuddhirvise§ana vise§ya sambandha vi~aya 
visi§ta buddhitvat. Viswanath,Siddhantamuktavali, 
(Nirnay Sagar Press, Bombay) On Karika-11. 
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qualifier and a relation between these two. Now such relation 

can not be sarnyoga which holds only between substance and 

not between a substance and a quality or an action. It can 

not be tadatmya because the substance, and the quality 

or the action are perceived to be different. It can not 

also be svarupa sambanda because in that case absence of 

a pen from the table can not be explained. Therefore it 

must be other re1ation which Naiyayikas designate as 

inherence. Whatever be the ground for which it is establi

shed, the Naiyayika asserts that the reality of avayavin 

can not be disputed. 

To sum .-:up the conclusion, the whole can not be 

equivalent to a mere aggregate of its parts, be ca. use the 

perception of it as a single unified thing is an uncontra

dicted fact. The theory which equates the whole with the 

totality of parts serves only to show that the perception 

of the whole, which is a felt fact, is impossible. In other 

words, the theory defeats itself. It sets itself to explain 

the perception of.the whole, but ends in a declaration that, 

though not exactly in so rrany words, that there is no 

such perception at all. An analysis of the nature and 
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constitution of the perceived whole reveals the fact that 

the whole subsists in all its perceived ~nd unperceived 

parts; i·t is composed of its parts and derives its being 

from them, but at the same time it is something in 

excess of them. The Nyaya-Vai~e~ika conception of the 

whole thus resembles that of Russell. The whole, 

according to Russell is 11 a new single term, distinct 

from each of its parts and from all of them. It is 

one, not many, and is related to the parts, but has a 

being distinct from their11 • 
78 

78. Russell, Principles of Mathematics. p.l41. 
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III 

In the previous sections, we have discussed in 

detail the epistemological and the metaphysical problems 

concerning the whole and part. Now, in this section we 

shall confine our attention to elaborating the Buddhists' 

argument on the basis of which they deny the reality of 

citra-rupa or variegated colour as a whole(avayavi) as 

advocated by the Nyaya-vaise~ika realists. we shall also 

examine the Buddhists arguments on the ground of weight 

and space to refute the reality of the whole as a separate 

entity. We shall also try to give the Nyaya answers 

to the five fold Buddhist antinomies(panchabibha-virodh) 

which have been put forward by the Buddhists against the 

Nyaya concept of a distinct whole (pfthagbhuta avayavi). 

The existence of a separate colour in whole is, 

according to the Nyaya-Vaise~ikas, conclusively proved 

by the emergence of what may be called a veriegated colour 

(citra-rupa) in an object (say a cloth) produced from 

parts (i.e., yarns) possessing different types of colour. 

A variegated colour is not the same thing as a variety 

of colours; the one is a single unified colour, and the 
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79 
other is a ma.infold of mutually distinguishable colours. 

When, therefore, we speak of a multi-coloured cloth, we 

distinctly understand one part·icular type of colour to 

be present in the whole fabric ·of the cloth. On the Nyaya-

vai~esika view, colour by its very nature is pervasive of 

its substratum (vyapyavftti). If a particular colour is 

present in any part of a thing, it can not be absent in 

any other part of the same thing. When a piece of chalk 

is described as white, it is assumed to be white in every 

part of it. It thus follows that the apparent co-presence 

of a number of colours in a multicoloured thing should 

be explained as implying the absence of each of these 

colours and the emergence of a new colour, viz., variegated 

1 th h th · mb' t' 80 Ad th' . t d co our, roug e1r co 1na 1on. n 1s var1ega e 

colour must have a cause; it is the colours of the parts 

which generate it. The colour of one part, however, is 

different from that of another, and so there is no 

variegated colour in any one part. We have, therefore, 

to admit that the variegated colour be longs to the whole, 

and not to be parts. 

·. 
79;. Uddyotkara, Ny8.yavarttika,(Bibliotheca Indica, 

calcutta), p. 511. 

80. Na aa nilapitadaya eva bahavo' vyapyavrttayas 
citra pada spa dam, rupadina m vya pya vJ:tti tv-at. va ca. spa ti 
Misra, Nyayavarttikatatparyatika, (Vizianagram Sanskrit 
Series,Beneras), iv-ii,12,p.454. 
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The Buddhist objection to the doctrine of a 

distinct avayavin (J?fthaghbuta avayavin) relates to the 

Ny~ya-vai~e§ika hypothesis of variegated colour or 

ci tra-rupa.. 

The Buddhists a~gue that if the avayavin is a 

distinct entity, it should have a colour of its own ~part 

from that of the avayavas. But even the closest observation 

of a cloth does not disclose in it any colour other than 

of its parts. When the colour of the whole is thought 

to,be perceived, we really perceive the colour of the 

parts. The whole, therefore, can not have any distinct 

status. 

The Naiyayikas say in reply that the avavavin 

must have some colour, for. there can be no substance 

without colour. And the colour of the whole follows the 

colour of the parts - if the parts are red, so is the 

whole. This is in accordance with the maxim - karanagunah 

kar~ ~nanamanabhante, i.e., attributes of the cause 

produce in the effect attributes of the same kind (this 

is true when the attributes are of a specific nature,· and 
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not general, i.e. , 
I 81 

vi se§a gunah and not the saman~ gunah) • 

We fail to distinguish the distinctive colour of the whole 

from that of the parts because of the sameness of kind 

(sajatiyatva). Both the colour being of same nature,the 

one overshadows the other and make it impossible for us 

to discriminate between these two, but is does not mean 

that the other is not there. So, the non-discrimination 

of the colour of the whole does not prove the non-existence 

of the whole. 

The Buddhists reject this contention and says 

that while it may go well when the parts are of a uniform, 

unvaried colour, it breaks down when they are of different 

colours. What colour wbu-l.d be· the whole if the parts 

were some red, some blue and some yellow ? Similarly, what 

will be the nature of a cloth if it is made of different 

kinds of fabries, viz. cotton, silk and wool ? The avayavin 

can not obviously possess one of the colours in preference 

to another, for in that event the whole would have a 

colour different .from that of some of the parts, and 

this would go against the above Nyaya maxim. The avayavin 

81. Phanibhu 9ana Tarka vagi sh I Nya ya paricaya· I ( ca. lcutta 
sanskrit Series) ,p.B3. 
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can not also possess all these colours simultaneously, for 

they are mutually contradictory (paraspara viruddha svabhava). 

So, avayavin has no colour of its own. 

The Nyaya reply against the above contention is 

that, if the avayavin is admitted at all then chitra-rupa 

has to be admitted. Recognition of avayavin is the ground 

of recognition of chitra-rup3. not the vice-versa,i.e., it 

is not that, chitra-rupa is first of all proved and then 

the avayavin is said to follow from it in a consequence. 

This will go to dispose of the Buddhists criticism that 

if chitra-rupa is proved to be inadmissible the avayavin 

will have to be scrapped as if chitra-rupa is the basis 

of recognition of avayavin. But this is just putting the 

cart before the horse. The avayavin is proved, the 

Naiyayikas assert, not on the ground of citra~rupa only 

but on other grounds also,but once proved, it demands a 

colour of its own when the parts are all of different 

colours. The result is regcognition of citra-rupa. A 

thing can not be perceived by the colour of another, as 

in that case the colour of the wall of a room might make 

the air associated with it visually perceptible. 82 Since, 

82. Na tavad avayava rOpadavayavino grahanam.yuktam 
vayonaphupalahdhi prasangat. Yadyanya rupadanyasyopla
bdhir bhavati vayorapyupalabdhih prapnoti, na caita 
dasti; tasmat svarupadavayavyupalabhyate. Uddyotkara, 
Nyayavarttika (Chowkhamba S3.nskrit Se~ies) ,p. 507. 
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the avayavin is perceived, it has to be assigned a colour 

of its own different from that of parts. 

The Buddhists insist that their thesis is not 

adversely affected by the above facts. If there is no 

such colour as citra-rupa, how can the avayavin have it ? 

And their point is that there is no one species of 

colour called citra-rupa. It is just a miXture of colour 

and that's all. But the Naiyayikas answer this Buddhists' 

objection in the following way: first, the Naiyayikas 

assert that recognition of avayavin is the ground of 

recognising citra-rupa does not mean that it is the only 

ground and there are no other grounds. All that is meant 

is that, it is the sufficient condition, though not the 

necessary condition, of recognition ofcitra-rupa. Secondly, 

the further ground on which chitra-rmpa or variegated 

colour is admitted is that it is perceived.
83 

We perceive 

variegated colour as we perceive yellow or blue. This 

is borne out by the fact that when different parts of a 

cloth have different colours, we speak of 'the colour of 

the cloth' and not' of colours'. There we have perception 

of a unity which is expressed by the singular number and 

83. • •• tathapi citratmano rupasya nay~kta ,· •• sarvaleka 
prasiddhena pratyaksenaivopapaditvat. Sridhara, 
Nyayakandali(Vizianagram sanskrit Series,Beneras) ,p.30. 
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not by plural. There we feel that, we are in the presence 

of a unitary colour and not of a variety of colours. 

Moreover, the Nyaya philosophers offer another 

reason. colour, they say, is universally recognised as 

vyapyavrtti, unlike conjunction (samyoga) which is always 

slectional (ayyapyav.:rtti). A thing can not have many colours. 

It may be red or yellow, green or blue but it can not be 

all of them together. Hence, the very concept of mixture 

of colours or variety of colours is alien to the Buddhists. 

The Buddhists again raise the objection what would 

happen if the border of a variegated cloth were not variegated? 

In as much as the clo·th as an avayavin exists in the border, 

its variegated colour should also be there and should therefore 

be perceived. But as a matter of fact we do not perceive 

it. How would the Naiyayikas account for it ? The Naiyayikas 

answer this objections in the following way. According to 

them, variegated colour or citra-rupa is produced and rev.ealed 

84 by a variety of colours present in the parts. Hence, we 

can not perceive the citra-rupa unless we are perceiving at 

84. Avayava vrtti vijatiya rGpa sarrahara avhivyangyatvat. 
Udayana, A.tmatattva vi veka ( ChO\'lkhamba S3.nskrit ::Eries) , 
p.274. 
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the same time many colours belonging to parts; it does 

85 
not reveal itself through a part having one uniform colour. 

I 
This is the solution of Udayana. Sridhara also pupports it. 

The cOndition of perception of variegated colour(citra-

86 
rupolambha samagri) is perception of colour of various parts. 

The main objection of the Buddhists, therefore, 

that the whole does not exist as a separate entity because 

it cannot have a colour of its own, is, according to thee 

Nyaya-Vaise§ika, based on misinterpretation of experience 

and shallow logic. 

The Buddhists next take a different line to attack 

against the Nyaya concept of the • whole • as a separate 

entity. They bring in the notion of weight and space as 

instruments against the concept of 'whole' as an entity 

which is over and above its constituent parts. First, 

the Buddhists argue that if it is the fact that, by the 

conjunction of parts an additional whole is produced, then 

there should be an increase of weight. vfuen the yarns are 

85. "Ekarupavayava sahitasya 'va.yavina upalambheplyupalabhyate 11 , 

Ibid. 

86. Navyastu tatrapi avyapya Vfttya eva nanarupam. 
Biswanath,Ny§:yasiddhantamuktavali, (Nirnaya sagar Press, 
Bombay,1916), On Karika-100. 
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v-10ven into a cloth, we have, on the Nyaya view, not 

merely the avayavas, the yarns, but also the emergent 

avayavi, the cloth. And since the avayavin subsists in 

its avayavas and is not found apart from them, weighing 

the cloth really means weighing the yarns and the cloth, 

the avayava.s and the avayavin. Consequently, we should 

have double the weight of the yarns. But we never find 

that it is so. The weight of a body.is never found 

to exceed that of its parts. Rather our experience is 

that the whole weights equally as its parts. This 

conclusively shows, say the Buddhists, that the additional 

avayavin is a myth and a thing is nothing but its parts 

87 
taken together. 

The Nyaya-Vai§e~ika, however, sees in this argument 

an assumption which goes against the principle of 

qualitative causation. According to this principle, a 

quality of the cause produces a corresponding quality 

in the effect, and the two qualities, though similar, 

are numerically different from each other. The whole, 

therefore, should be supposed to have its own weight which 

87. Gurutvadhigato syatam yadyasya syat tulantih. Dharrna~ti, 
Prarnanavarttika,(Buddha Bharati Series) On Verse-154,p.411. 
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is derived from the causal efficiency of the weight of 

the parts. We can not, of course, distinguish between 

the two weights, but that is not because there is no 

difference between them, but because we lack the capacity 

to appreciate the difference, In fact, if a whole, i.e., 

a body, had no weight of its own, it would not fall down 

when left unsupported, for the fall of a substance can 

be caused only by its own weight. It can not be contended 

that the weight of the parts is responsible for the fall 

of the whole. For it is only when two substances are 

in conjunction (samyoga) with each other that tpe weight 

of one contributes to the fall of the other; but the 

whole, which inheres in its parts, can not be in conjunction 

with them. 88 So the whole must be credited with a specific 

vreight of its own, and can not be identified v'lith its 

parts on the ground of the sameness of weight. 

The second Buddhists argument is on the ground 

of sp=1ce. According to them if the avayavas and avayavins 

are completely two different things then they cannot 

89 
occupy the same space, that is, a jar or a cloth. They 

88. Uddyotkara ,Nyayavarttika I (Bibliotheca Indica, calcutta), 
P. 2 38. 

89. Yo hi yasmad~tiriktah sa tadadhisthisthitade§a 
vyatirikta desadhisthana upalabhyate ghatadivapato, 
na caivamavayava bhyah prthagde§o dr$yate. Jayanta 
Bhatta,Nyayarnanjari, (cho;,khamba Sanskrit Series) ,p.114. 
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are always found to occupy different portions of space. 

So, if the avayavin and the avayavas were different 

entities, they should be found in experience to do the 

same, i.e., they occupy different portions of space. But 

the fact is othenrJise. The avayavin and the avayavas, 

whole and parts, occupy one and the same space, 

( sam3.nadesa vrtti). Therefore, they should be adjudged 

to be one and the same (abhinna). The Nyaya-Vaise§ika 

philosophers have also refuted this argument of the 

Buddhists. According to them, it is conceded that parts 

and whole, threads and the cloth do not occupy different 

portions of space, but this is because of the relation 

of sama vaya or inherence. - ( - / . Sarna vaya _!s asraya-sray1 

sa mabandha , it is the relation of substrate and content 

between two inseparables(ayutha siddha). In it, the 

samaveta resides in the samavayi, the cloth in the yarns. 

The content naturally occupies the space of the substrate, 

and the two, therefore, come to occupy the same space, 

cloth occupies no other space than that of yarns. Although 

difference of space signifies numerical difference of 

things, non-difference does not point to identity. This 

is due to the fact that the avayavin is asrita in the 
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avayava and not because there is no distinct avayavin. 90 

So, the Buddhist argument, on the ground of space to 

refute the Nyaya theory of whole, does not hold water. 

Again, the Buddhist phenomenalists have advanced 

fice antinomies to refute the Nyaya-Vaise§ika theory of 

the 'whole' -the whole as a unitary principle is numer-

ically different from the avayavas though related to them 

by the relation of inherence or samavaya. This five 

antinomies (panchavidha virodh) are as follows: 

a) Grahanagrahana virodh or upabambh3.nupalambha virodh 

or the antinomy of being perceived and unperceived at the 

same time, (b) avarananavarana virodh or the antinomy 

of being covered and not covered at the same time~gKampakampa 

virodha or the antimony being in motion and yet not being 

so simultaneously. (d) Raktarakta virodh or the antinomy 

of being coloured and not coloured simultaneously, (Q) 

Taddesatvataddesatva virodh or the antinomy 

pertaining to presence of the self same thing in many places. 

Now, we shall elaborate these antinomonies of the Buddhists 

and the Nyaya reply to refute these antinomies. 

90. 11 Tatvavyavasritatvameva nimittam nastivam11 Ibid.p.l14, 
and "Dravyaname katva samavayena samandesat~~ vyasidhamo11

, 

vaoaspati Misra,Nyayavartikatatyaryatika,(calcutta 
Sanskrit Series·. ca cuthl),p.1o6 • 
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a) Grahanagrahana virodh or upalambhanupalambha virodh or 

the antinomy of being perceived and unperceived at the 

same time - According to the Naiyayikas the whole 

subsists in each of its part and a part is known along 

with the whole that subsists in it. 91 But in the case 

of perception of an object, i.e., the whole, we perceive 

that part of the object v-Jhich is in contact with our 

sense organs (eyes), but there is also a back part which 

is not perceived. Now if we admit the Nyaya theory, i.e., 

the whole subsists in each of its part and the condition 

of perception, 92 it is not possible that the avayavin 

should remain unperceived when its substratum, the parts, 

are being perceived. In other words the whole as 

subsisting in perceived parts is perceived and as 

subsisting in unperceived parts remains unperceived. But 

it is one and the same whole that subsists in both these 

parts, and not two wholes or even t\"O parts of a whole, 

one subsisting in parts perceived and the other in 

remaining parts. Hence, we have to say, as the Buddhists 

advocate, that the self same avavavin can both be perceived 

and unperceived by the same person at the same time and 

91. Ekadesopalabdhistat sahacaritavayav.uypolabdhisca. 
Vatsyayana,Nyayabha§ya, (Vizianagram &l.nskrit Series, 
Ben eras) , On Su-32. 

92. 11 Tasya vaya vasthanasyopa labdhikarana praptasyikadeso
pa labhha vanupa labdhiranupanneti11 

0 vatsyayana 1 

Nyayabha~ya, ( Vizianagram &l.nskrit Series) , Beneras) 
On Su-32. 
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in the same place. But the Buddhists point out that it 

is self-contradictory which goes against the distinctive 

existence of the avayavin as a separate untity. 

The Nyaya-Vaise~ika realists are also agree with 

the Buddhists in the point. that, any self-contradictory 

principle can not be acceptable principle. But in the 

case of above mentioned objection, i.e., apprehension and 

non-apprehension of the whole, there is no such contradic

tion. The whole or avayavin can not be both perceived 

and unperceived, for onoethe whole is perceived, whatever 

the conditions it is apprehended once and for all and can 

not be said to be unapprehended. Moreover, they assert 

that apprehension and non-apprehension as such are not 

opposed, but if a thing is apprehended at a given time and 

at a given place by a person and yet is not apprehended by 

him at the very same time and place only then the alleged 

antinomy would arise. But this case does not occur in the 

perception of whole. So, this antinomy of the Buddhists, 

i.e., qrahana-agrahana Vlrodh, does not stand as a valid. 
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b) The second antinomy which is raised by the 

Buddhists is the antinomy of being covered and not covered 

at the same time avaranavarana virodha. The Buddhist 

phenomenalists point out that according to the Nyaya-

I 

Vais~sika rea lists the whole be longs to each of its parts. 

Now when one part of the whole, for example, a jar, is 

covered then what would happen to the whole ? In this 

case we have to say, as the Naiyayikas advocate, that the 

whole is covered. Then the problem may crop up that there 

is also exposed part and we should say that the whole is 

uncovered at the same time as the whole belongs in the 

uncovered part. So, a whole may be covered and uncovered 

at the same time, which leads to a contradiction. 

The Naiyayikas assert in reply that, there is no 

contradiction in the above case. Because, the covering of 

a part does not mean that the whole is covered, as the 

Buddhists assert, for, firstly, the avayavin is different 

93 from and other than the a vaya vas, and the covering of 

one is not the ipso facto the covering of a different thing. 94 

93. 11 Avayavasyavaranarn navayavinalf tasyanyatvat". Vacaspati 
}li~ra,Nyayavarttikatatparyatika,(Vizianagram Sanskrit 
Series, Beneras) ,p.383. 

94. Biswanath Sen, The Concepts of; Pa.rt and ~ole (evayava 
and Avayavin) (Rabindra Bharati University,Galcutta), 
1985,p.l01. 
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Secondly, if upon a part being covered the whole were 

also covered, it would not then be capable. of being 

apprehended; but as a matter of fact the whole is 

apprehended in such a contingency, being capable of 

95 being perceived through the exposed parts. Moreover, 

the Naiyayikas argue that we never see a thing in its 

entirety. We always see only the front, the interior 

and the back portions ever remain hidden and obstructed 

by the front. If the Buddhists were correct and if 

covering of a part entailed covering of the whole 

then we should not be able to apprehended the whole 

even through the frontal part. 96 
But this is surely 

absured, for in that case nothing in the world could 

be known and everything would have been in the dark. 

For these reasons, the Naiyayikas hold that avayavavarana 

is not avayavya.varna. To put it more precisely, covering 

a part is not the sufficient condition of covering of 

the whole. 

95. Avayavavarane'pi tasya katipayavayavavasthans ya 
grahanadeva. "'l,l(icaspati l'·1isra ~~~ varttikatatparyatika, 
(Vizianagram Sanskrit Series, Beneras) ,p.384. 

96. Kimcidavayavavaranevayavi yadyavrta-stada 
parabhagavacchedenevarvagavacchedenapi sa nopalabhyeta. 
Bhagiratha Thakkura,Bhagirathtika gn Atmatattvaviveka, 
(Bibliotheca Indica, calcutta) ,p.588. 
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The Buddhists make another point. When there 

is no cover on any part of a thing, the thing is 

apprehended along with its magnitude. Similarly, if 

the thing remains uncovered even with some parts 

behind a cover, we should be able, as before, to 

97 cognise its magnitude (§thaulyopalambha). But as a 

matter of fact we are not able to do so. Some parts 

remaining covered, we fail to take a correct measure 

of its magnitude. To this the Naiyayikas• answer is 

that even when the whole is perceived, the perception 

of its specific magnitude depends on the perception 

of a part that is sufficiently large. It can not be 

definitely said how large the perceived part is 

required to be; the only thing that can be said is that 

is should be large enough to make the perception of 

the specific magnitude of the whole possible. So when 

an appreciably large part of the whole is covered, 

the true magnitude of the whole is not perceived 

owing to the laCk of reuisite condition.
98 

But a 

~7. 'Anavaranadasavat katipayavayavavarne•pi tathavidh
asthaulyopalambhahkinna syaditi. Udayana, 
Atmatattvav~veka,(Bibliotheca Indica, calcutta) 
p.587. 

98. Ibid,p.588. 
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question may be raised; 11 How can the whole be perceived 

at all minus its magnitude"? vacaspati says that 

the magnitude being only an attribute, the whole which 

possesses it is different from it, and so the non 

perception of its specific determination does not 

stand in the way of the perception of the whole. 99 

c) The third antinomy which is raised by the 

Buddhists is the antinomy being in motion and yet 

not being so simultaneously (kampakampa virodha) -

The Buddhists argue that it is a matter of our common 

experience that when one part is in motion, the 

other often remains unmoved. The whole, i.e., a body, 

does not move even when a part of it, say a hand, 

moves. The body, in this case, obviously moves in 

respect of a part of it and does not move in respect 

of the unmoved other part. 100 Now, the body as a whole, 

the avayavin, must, therefore, be said to be both 

moving and unmoving which leads to a contradiction. 

99. vacaspati Misra,Nyayavarttikatatparyatika,(Vizianagram 
Sanskrit Series,Beneras) ,p.266. 

100. 'x Buddhist-N a a Tracts in sanskrit,(Bibliotheca 
;;rbdica calcutta , p. 81. 
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In reply to this objection the Naiyayikas assert 

that there is no contradiction here, for the opposite 

properties - movement and absence of movement - do 

not characterize one and the same entity. The movement 

is ~ound in the hand, and the absence of movement in 

the body as a whole. The Naiyayikas do not think 

that the movement of the part necessarily entails the 

movement of the whole; for, according to them, the part 

and the whole are different entities which owe their 

movement to different causes, and these causes do 

not always sychronize. The movement of the hand, is 

due to particular kind of volitional impules, and 

that of the body to another. One may will to move 

the hand but not the whole body. 101 Thus the Naiyayikas 

conform that sakampatva (motion) and ni9kampatva 

(absence of motion) pertain to the concerning parts 

(avayavas) and not to the whole(avayavin). Hence, it 

is not the case, as the Buddhist advocate, that the 

whole has and yet has no movement simultaneously. 

101. Udayana,Atamatattvaviveka,(Bibliotheaa Indica, 
calcutta,) p.588. 
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vmen all the constituent parts of a whole is in motion, 

102 then only the 1 whole 1 moves. 

d) The fourth antinomy which is raised by the 

Buddhists is the antinomy of being coloured and not 

coloured simultanceously (raktarakta virodh) - This 

objection is akin to the first antinomy. If a part 

is red, for example, while the other is not, how is 

the whole to be characterised ? In keeping with its 

stand, the Buddhists argue that the whole as inhering 

in the other part \vhich is not red, must be not red. 

But then the difficulty arises as before; how can the 

whole be red and not red at the same time ? As stated 

above 1 it is not also possible for the whole to be 

partly red and partly not-red. This dilemma cuts at 

h t f th . d t 't . t 103 t e roo o e avayav1n an nega es 1 s ex1s ence. 

102. Avayavikampasya sakalavayava-kampaniyatatvat kva 
cidavayava kampe pyavayayi ni9kampaQ/Bhagirath 
Thakkura, Commentary on Atmatattvaviveka, 
(Bibliotheca Indica I calcutta) IP• 590. 

103. Biswanath Sen, The Concep-ts of Part and Whole 
(Avayava and ~vaxavi) ,(Rabindra Bharati University, 
calcutta,1985,pp.56-57. 
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To prove the invalidity of the above contention 

to refute the avayavin, the Nyaya-realists have 

advocated a new theory. Instead of denying co-existence 

as in the other cases here they deny out right the 

contradictoriness of the proposed alternatives. They 

deny, apparently paradoxically, that being red and 

being not red at the same time are contradictory. Why 

is it ? Bece. use they are found to go together 

(sahadar~anat). To make this contention clear we 

should be aware of two preliminary conditions. Firstly, 

the Buddhists are not here refering to the natural 

colour 'rsd' but to artificial colouring of red. So, 

the red colour of the avayavin is due to contact wit~ 

l . b ( h ~. . . . tt t -t) 10 4 a co our1ng su stance rna aranl]ano samyoga n1m1 a va • 

Moreover, if the red colour spoken of here Were 

natural and intrinsic, the Naiyayika's straight reply 

would have been that colour is always vyapyavrtti 

and that a thing would be red all over and not partly 

red. Hence, the Buddhist contention would be declared 

sense less. Secondly, it may be contended that the parts 

104. Vace.spati I'lisra I Nyaya varttikatatparyatika I 
( Vizianagra m sanskrit Series, Benaras) , p. 38 5. 
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being red and not red, the whole would be citra-rupa. 

But this is wrong. 'Not red', it must be understood, 

is not a species of colour, not even a quality, being 

an abhaviya ~dartha; as such, red and not-red together 

cannot be said to produce citra-rGpa. It must be 

emphasised, however, that though •not-red' is not itself 

colour, the •not-red• part• will not go altogether 

without colour; it wi 11 have some colour other than 

red. So, the above objection of the Buddhists on the 

ground of raktarakta virodha does not hold water. 

e) The fifth antinomy pertaining to presence 

of the self-same thing in many places (taddesatvataddedatva

virodh). This antinomy imply two things:
105

(i) A single, 

undivided entity can not occupy many parts of space; 

(ii) A single, undivided entity such as the avayavin 

can not be in many avayavas. The second condition 

obviously follows from the first. Pandit Asoka, an 

eminent Buddhist logician, advocates that any two 

portions of the space are mutually exclusive-uniformly 

105. Bis\-vanath Sen, The C·once:gts of part and Whole 
(fJvaya va and A.vaya vin) , ( Rabindra Bharati 

. University, calcutta, 198 5) , p. 58. 
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and invariably and we find no exception to it •. 106 This 

exclusion can not be denied, because, so far as a 

part of space is what it is, can not be any other part. 

It has a specificity, a definitaness of its own which 

distinguishes it from the rest. This being so, the 

different parts stand opposed, and to that extent, 

contradictorry to one another. As a result, the 

content of these different parts are also mutually 

1 
. 107 

exc uslve. 

than one locus. 

A thing can not therefore be in more 

Subsistence in one locus automatically 

negates its subsistence in another which is exclusive 

of and opposed to the former. Since the parts of a 

thing occupy different parts of space, the avayavin can 

not subsist either in the different avaya vas or in the 

different parts of space. If a thing is in one locus, 

we can know by the law of contradiction that it can not 

be -in an other. Again, the Buddhists assert that there 

is no necessity of perceiving the locus. The mere 

presence of the thing in front of us proves that it is 

nowhere else. This knowledge is based on the notion 

106. Taddesayosca parasparabhavyabhicara nimitto virodhaq. 
Six Buddhist-Ny§ya Tracts (Bibliothece. Indica I calcutta),p. 
90. . 

10 7. II... Tenadharabhutena desena yadvyaptam rupam 
tadapi desantara samsargadvicchinnam bhavati 11 ,Ibid. 
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that different parts of space are contradictory and 

a thing can not be in more than one locus. stcherbatsky 

asserts in this context that 11 one real thing can not 

exist in many places. If that were the case, it would 

run against the law of contradiction. If a thing is 

present in one place, it can not at the sametime be 

present in another place. Thus to reside in many places 

means to be and at the same time not to be present in 

108 a given place~' 

The Naiyayikas answer that there is no rule, 

indeed nothing, to warrant the assumption underlying 

the Buddhist position, that is, to be in one place 

means not to be in another. 109 Rather experience tells 

us quite the contrary. It shows with unmistakable 

evidence that a thing can exist in many places and in 

many parts. A table pervades all the parts of space 

covered by it- . and all its own avayavas occupying 

those parts. In this context the Naiyayikas raise the 

question that what •ataddesatva' means ? Does it mean 

108. "stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, Vol.1,p.86. 

109. Udayana, Atmatattvaviveka (Bibliotheca Indica, 
oalcutta), p.271. 
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'tadanyade~atva', i.e., existence in another avayava 

Or taddesatvabhava' 1 i.e., non-existence in the avayava 

concerned ? If the Buddhists refer to the second sense, 

then their objection comes to this; how does the self 

same-whole exist and yet not exist in a particular part ? 

'But this does not arise, as the Naiyayikas do not 

hold that this is ever the case. It is admitted by 

all that a thing can not both be and not be in a place. 

Then, the Buddhist above said objection turns out in 

a new direction, that is, how can a thing, i.e., the 

avayavin exist in many parts simultaneously ? The 

Naiyayikas have started their reply stating this problem. 

So, from this observation, it may be said that the 

above objection of the Buddhists, i.e •. , the presence of 

the self-same thing in many places. is untenable. 

Beside the defence of the Buddhists objections 

the Naiyayikas have advocated certain independent 

arguments to prove the existence of avayavin. Goutama 

asserts that if the avayavin is not admitted, every thing 

in the world would remain unapprehended (sarvagrahanam 
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avayavasiddhe£). 
110

By every thing he means not merely 

all other substances but all other categories of 

reality viz. attributes (~), motion (kriy%) ,universal 

(sarranya} particular (vise$a) and inherence (samvaya). 

The more Goutama opines that, if the gross substance 

(sthula dravya) is not recognised, as the Buddhists 

think, it should not be, then we can not also recognise 

atoms, or a concourse of atoms (paramanup~nja), 

because they are imperceptible. Consequently, we should 

fail to perceive any substance whatsoever, whether gross 

or atomic. If the substance went by the board, how 

should we be able to apprehened guna and karma which 

are not self-subsient but always exist in the substance 

as their locus ~ If the locus (asrya) went unperceived, 

we could not obviously perceive the content. Similarly, 

the universal has its locus only in substance, attribute 

and action, and if the last three go, the universal 

can not remain as a perceptible object. On the same 

ground of the locus being non-perceivable inherence 

(samavaya) and vise~a or particular also fade into 

oblivion. Non-recognition of the avayavin thus entails 

non-apprehension of all things under the sun. But 

110. Gautama, Nyayasutra, 2.1.34 
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certainly this is not true. It contradicts our 

uni versa 1 experience and can not be accepted. 

Again, the another ground for recognising 

avayavin, according to Goutama, is holding(dharana) 

and pulling (akar§ana). 111 He advocates that a thing 

is said to be held when a part of it being held, 

it is restrained from moving to another place. When 

we hold for example, a part of a book in hand, the 

book itself isheld and does not go apart. To hold a 

part of thing is, therefore, to hold the thing itself. 

And this is possible, asserts the Naiyayika, because, 

the thing is a unity. If it was a mass of atoms, 

detached and disjointed, these things would not 

happen. We should then have slice in our hand, the 

other remaining where it is. Similarly, if a part is 

112 
pulled, the whole also gets pulled and drawn. 

This also shows the unitary character of the whole. 

111. Dharanakar~anopapattesoa. Gautama, Ny6yasGtra, 
2.1.35. 

112 .··ekadesagrahanasahaoarye satyavayavino desantarapr~pti 
c, 

pratisedho dharanam. Ibid. 
' 
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From the above observation it may be said that 

-
the Buddhists arguments to refute the contention 

of perceptibility of the whole as an entity over and 

above the conglomeration of parts have some logical 

basis. But the arguments of the Nyaya-Vaise~ika 

realists to refute the Buddhist position and to 

establish their own stand, i.e., whole is perceptible 

and is a separate entity, is more justified and hence 

it is more acceptable. 


